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FOREWORD

Historically, Electronic Warfare (EW) System have been complex and
frequently present a dichotomy because they represent high technology at its best and
its worst. At its best, EW can be a major technical and tactical edge (force-multiplier)
over potential adversaries (as demontaed during recent military operations); while at
its worst, EW can incur vicious spiraling costs and can push risk and technological
state-of-the-art to keep pace with, or exceed, technical advances in potential threat
systemns and their count-countermeýs (CCM). Needs for new EW capabilities
arise usually in response to known or expected actions by a potentially hostile entity
about which little may be known. The need for rapid, decisive response can cause the
acquisition process for new EW capabilities to be less conventional and more dynamic
than other types of major systems. As development proceeds, additional intelligence
may become available that may cause abrupt changes, or as a minimum a re-analysis of
the requirements, i.e., has the threat changed, expanded, or increased in complexity
enough to make our new capability ineffective when fielded? Because EW is so
dependent upon the use of current, and in many cases, highly sensitive intelligence
sources and methods, the openness of information relating to new EW capabilities must
carry the same level of protection to prevent revealing details of the capability.

EW systems, to be effective, have to be flexible in responding to a multiple-
threat, multispectral environment which, in tram, leads to complex EW systems.
Trends indicate that current and future EW systems will be required to be integrated
with or carried by a variety of platforms. New capabilities must respond in as close to
real-time (nanoseconds) as technically and operationally feasible. This infers that the
systems must keep pace with the state-of-the-art in not only EW technologies, but also
in the technologies they must counter, e.g., low-probability-of-intercept, low
observables, high-power microwaves.

EW systems should bring added value to the warfighter. The effectiveness of
EW is difficult to measure but can be tied directly to the survivability of the assets it is
intended to protect. It should be as non-intrusive as possible on the warfighting itself.
Because the art of EW has some unconventional characteristics and demands, its
conformance to accepted acquisition practices has often been outside the perceived
norm. However, from a T&E process point of view, EW systems development is not
so different or special that, with the proper precautions in place to prevent premature
revelation of capability, it cannot be adapted to a standardized DoD T&E process. The
T&E process for EW systems described in this document represents a compendium of
best T&E practices and procedures and is designed to allow that conformance to be
achieved.
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A DESCRIPTION OF THE DOD TEST AND EVALUATION PROCESS
FOR

ELECTRONIC WARFARE SYSTEMS

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Objective. The principal objective of this document is to describe a
rigorous, standardized, disciplined test and evaluation (T&E) process for Electronic
Warfare (EW) systems. The Process is comprised of functions and steps to assist the
decision making process leading to progressive acquisition of mission-required EW
systems.

1.2 Background.

1.2.1 In mid-1993, the Under Secretary of Defense (Acquisition &
Technology), Director, Test and Evaluation convened a task force to develop a process
for EW systems T&E. This task force, with the concurrence of their Service
Executives, produced a DoD T&E Process for EW systems described in this document.
DoD Instruction 5000.2, Defense Acquisition Policies and Procedures, was used as the
baseline for this process. That is, DoDI 5000.2 provides the framework around this
DoD T&E Process for EW systems. This document supports DoDI 5000.2 and is not
in conflict with the 5000 series of documents.

1.2.2 Specific program reporting requirements are announced separately
by DT&E and OT&E. The T&E process described herein may be applied to EW
systems that conform to the definition in Paragraph 1.3.1 of this document. This
definition is from CJCS Memorandum of Policy (MOP) No. 30 that promulgates
Command and Control Warfare (C2W) as a military strategy. In addition to
establishing C2W as a new strategy, MOP 30 effectively eliminates Command,
Control, Communications Countermeasures (C3CM) as a military philosophy and a
working definition by replacing it with C2W (see Paragraph 1.3.2). Two other
changes promulgated by MOP 30 in the shift from C3CM to C2W are: 1) to change the
term "jamming" to the much broader military action of EW and 2) to add psychological
operations (PSYOP) as a principal military action. The latter (along with operational
security (OPSEC)) is not addressed in this document.

1.3 Terminology.

1.3.1 Electronic Warfare (EWM. Electronic Warfare is a military action

involving: 1) the use of electromagnetic or directed energy to attack an enemy's
combat capability, 2) protection of friendly combat capability against undesirable
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effects of friendly or enemy employment of EW, or 3) surveillance of the
electro g spectrum (also known as EW Support) for immediate threat recognition
in support of electronic warfare operations and other tactical actions such as threat
avoidance, targeting, and homing.

1.3.1.1 Eectronic Attack MEA2. Involves the use of
electromagnetic or directed energy to attack personnel, facilities, or equipment with the
intent of degrading, tralizing, or destroying enemy combat capability.
Representative examples include, but are not limited to: jamming, e.g., noise,
repeat; deception m easres (DECM), e.g., false targets, range denial, velocity
(Doppler) denial; physical kill, e.g., high-power microwaves.

1.3.1.2 Electronic PMrecion (EP). Involves the actions taken to
protect personnel, facilities, and equipment from any effects of friendly or enemy
employment of EW that degrade, neutralize or destroy friendly combat capability.
Representative examples include, but are not limited to: automatic warning sensors,
e.g. radar homing and warning (RHAW), missile attack warning, laser warning;
decoys/RPVs; expendables, e.g., chaff, flares (IRCM); electronic counter-
countermeasures (ECCM), e.g., antijam techniques, radar-cross-section (RCS)
reduction, wartime reserve modes (WARM), and anti-air, anti-radiation missile
(AARM).

1.3.1.3 Electronis Sup=rt (ESM). Involves actions tasked by, or
under direct control of, an operational commander to search for, intercept, identify,
and locate sources of intentional and unintentional radiated electromagnetic energy for
the purpose of immediate threat recognition. Representative examples include, but are
not limited to: detection, direction finding (DF), precision emitter location, signal
parametric analysis, threat system classification.

1.3.2 Crommand and Contro Wadfre (lCM2 . The integrated use of
OPSEC, military deception, PSYOP, EW, and physical destartion, mutually
supported by intelligence, to deny information to, influence, degrade, or destroy
adversary C2 capabilities, while protecting friendly C2 capabilities against such
actions.

1.3.3 DoD Annual EW Plan. The annual DoD EW Plan compiles EW,
tactical cryptologic, and tactical SIGINT technology (multi-year) RDT&E and
production plans in the President's annual budget submitted to the Congress. The plan
is prepared by the Joint Command and Control Warfare Center (JC2WC), the Services,
the Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA), National Security Agency (NSA), and the Joint
Staff (IS) under the direction of the Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition and
Technology [USD(A&T)].
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1.3.4 T•, Overgbt. Programs under OSD T&E oversight are subject
to the provisions of the DoD 5000 series which require that each program have a Test
and Evaluation Master Plan (TEMP) and that OSD approve the TEMP. The DoDI
5000.2 requires that the DOT&E and the DT&E jointly publish an annual listing of
major and other designated defense acquisition programs for OSD T&E oversight. EW
systems under OSD T&E oversight include all ACAT I programs as well as selected
ACAT H and ITM programs.

Appendix B contains the definition of other significant terms used in this
document.
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2. THE DOD TEST AND EVALUATION PROCESS FOR EW SYSTEMS

2.1 Overview. A DoD Test and Evaluation (T&E) Process for Electronic Warfare
Systems, shown in Figure 1, is a five step iterative process that provides answers to
critical EW T&E questions for decision makers to support decisions for each phase of
the acquisition process.

TEST & EVALUATION PROCESS
TAE COORDONATIO FUNCTO ME MPLEMENTATON FUNCTON

ThLAQQRCH oDQNLUUA~DQ

DEVELOPMEN. & SURIS _____TEP

AC.QUISmQ STPIJ&2 STEPf

(EXAMPLE ACTIVTIES) IDENTIFY INFO *PRE-TEST ANALYSIS: (EXAMPLE ACTIVITIES)
"* REQUIREMENTS NEEDED BY -o DEVELOP ANALYTICAL - TEST ACTIVITY PLANNING

DEFINITION DECISION MAKER TOOLS * TEST CONDUCT
"• DIGITAL MODELING FROM T&E ESTIMATE RESULTS a TEST EVENTSIDATA SOURCES:
" DESIGN T.. ETERYUNE TYPESIONTYS HISTORICAL

PROTOTYPING 7 OF DATA NEEDED -- COMPONENT MEASUREMENT
"* SPECIFICATION EVALUAI.. INTEGRATION
SRELIASIUTY •TEST *. HARDWARE-IN-THE4.OOP

GROWTH -INSTALLED SYSTEM
"• PRODUCTION *- FIELD OR OPEN AIR
"* SUPPORT EQMT , i -.. SIMULATIONISTIMULATION
"* TRAINING EfMT DECISION MAKR DATA MANAGEMENT:
"* OPERATIONAL Q V**S T , COLLECTION

CONCEPT INFO AGAINST .. REDUCTION
"* LOGISTICS SUPPT OTHER PROGRAM *- ANALYSIS

CONCEPT INFORMATION -* AUTHENTICATION
DISTRIBUTION

I seDmom - TEST ACTIVITY REPORTING
STEP 4 .- DEFICIENCY REPORTING

*POST TEST SYNTHESIS & EVALUATION - MAUE

FEE38ACK COMPARE EXPECTEDIMEASURED OUTCOMES
APPLY TECHNICAL AND OPERATIONAL JUDGMENT
PREPARE TECHNICAL AND OPE~RATIONAL
ASSESSMENTS

MODELS I SIMULATION UVSTEUS USED THROUGHOUT

Figure 1. The Five Step T&E Process fcr EW Systems

The Process is contained within two major functions, the T&E Coordination Function
and the T&E Implementation Function. The Process can involve extensive use of
modeling and simulation systems. It provides a continuous approach to the problem of
managing EW system acquisition during T&E. Detailed feedback is essential
throughout the process for successful EW system acquisition. The Process establishes a
comprehensive approach to T&E that may be applied one u, more times within each of
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the five phases of the DoD
acquisition process shown in A,.NO,

Figure 2. The process is IIME MCUTN I

structured so that it can be
used at any time by any
program. Its application and •
execution are based upon EW
T&E information needed by
decision makers.

2.2 General. The Milestone 0 Figure 2. The DoD Acquisition Process
(MS 0) decision marks the
beginning of the acquisition process with the approval of the Mission Need Statement
(MNS). The EW MNS defines projected needs for an EW capability in broad
operational terms of mission objectives and general capabilities providing a clear
military worth. The MS 0 decision also identifies the alternative EW concepts or
designs to be studied; approves the start of Phase 0 - Concept Exploration and
Definition, establishes Phase 0 exit criteria to be evaluated at Milestone I, and activates
the DoD T&E Process. Milestone decisions are documented in the Acquisition
Decision Memorandum (ADM) for Acquisition Category (ACAT) I EW programs.

2.2.1 During each phase and at each milestone, decision makers need
information from several sources to determine the best course of action. The
information needed from T&E can be summarized as a series of questions to be
answered during the process in each phase. The questions are the basis for the T&E
process in that ph-se; and, in this document, they are stated in the context of the
Process as they relate to each phase. The outcome of the EW T&E process is technical
and operational assessments delivered to the decision maker as answers to those
questions.

2.3 T&E Coordination Function. The T&E process for EW systems begins with
the T&E Coordination Function, which has three parts: the Research, Development and
Acquisition (RDA) Function and Steps One and Five of the Process.

2.3.1 Research. Development and Acquisition (RDA) Function activities are
the basis for T&E activities in that the MNS and Operational Requirements Document
(ORD) contain the requirements against which the EW system must be evaluated (see
examples in Figure 3). Although requirements generation and maintenance are not part
of the T&E process, the T&E community should be involved in the generation of these
requirements to ensure that identified requirements are testable, measurable and can be

evaluated. Other RDA activities that affect T&E range from specification identification
through design and development and production to training and support needs. The
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degree to which each of these has been
demonstrated must be considered by decision (EXAMPLE ACTIVITIES)
makers. Answers with regard to the achievement 9 REQUIOREMENTS
of EW system performance objectives come from DEFINITION
T&E. Answers to other questions, such as * DIGITAL MODELING
urgency, military effectiveness, costs and e DESIGN
schedules, come from other sources such as
Intelligence, Program Analysis and Evaluation * PROTOTYPING
(PA&E), Legal, or Comptroller. SPECIFICATION

* RELIABILITY

2.3.1.1 Successful EW T&E is driven GROWTH
by the operational environment and the military * PRODUCTION
mission that must be accomplished. The dominant & SUPPORT EQMT
measurement of the operational utility is how well * TRAINING EQMT
the EW system is able to perform its operational * OPERATIONAL
mission over time. At MS 0, the user presents the CONCEPT
MNS to the Defense Acquisition Board (DAB). If * LOGISTICS SUPPT
the MNS receives favorable consideration, the CONCEPT
DAB authorizes entry into Phase 0, Concept
Exploration and Definition, from which are Figure 3. Example RDA
formulated the operational suitability and Activities
effectiveness parameters and critical technical
parameters (CTPs) against which the EW system is tested and evaluated. The
objectives of Phase 0 are to explore various materiel alternatives to satisfying the
documented mission need, define the most promising system concept(s), develop risk
analyses, and develop a proposed acquisition strategy and initial program objective for
cost, schedule and performance for the most promising system concept(s). A Cost and
Operational Effectiveness Analysis (COEA) and ORD are prepared.

As the acquisition process proceeds, the concepts to be studied in Phase 0
are defined and the engineering and production prototypes to be evaluated in Phases I
and II are built. In Phases M1 and IV the EW system, and its modifications if
appropriate, must be evaluated.

2.3.1.2 The RDA Function activities list in Figure 3 includes the
following:

2.3.1.2.1 Requirements Definition. System requirements evolve from

MNS through the COEA and the ORD to the Acquisition Program Baseline (APB)
and the Test and Evaluation Master Plan (TEMP). Requirements must be clear,
complete, consistent, feasible, and evaluateable. They are derived from military needs
and stated as technical and/or operational suitability and effectiveness parameters, e.g.,
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antenna characteristics, component sensitivity, operating spectrum, agility, power
levels. The requirements are articulated as objectives and thresholds, e.g., minimum
required jammer effective radiated power (ERP), receiver/transmitter bandwidths,
maximum dynamic range. They must be neither wholly qualitative, which allows
uncontrolled personal opinion to enter the process, nor wholly quantitative, forcing
"failure" of a system that is "good enough" but not perfect. Military needs (in the
MNS) and operational requirements (in the ORD) are the criteria used to determine the
military worth of a system relative to the military needs.

Operational requirements are a basis for CTPs, used by the
developmental T&E (DT&E) program as the basis for its tests. Operational
requirements are also a basis for Measures of Effectiveness (MOEs), (e.g., missile
miss distances, kill probabilities, detection and tracidng ranges), used by the
operational T&E (OT&E) agency as the basis for its determination of operational
effectiveness and suitability. Measures of Performance (MOPs), derived from MOEs
may also be used to support the determination of operational effectiveness and
suitability. MOEs and MOPs form the basis for the operational evaluation which, in
turn, shapes the operational tests.

2.3.1.2.2 Digital Modeling. Digital models, implemented on
computers, are growing in importance, use, and credibility. A digital system model
(DSM) is a computer model, or software equivalent, of a system under development.
Digital models used in RDA activities may be similar or identical to those used in the
T&E Implementation Function, and in fact may be first created during Concept
Exploration and Definition and updated and used as the EW system proceeds through
development and T&E. Models are used during the RDA activity to evaluate concept
feasibility, to attempt to define the technical limits of system performance, to allocate
requirements and functions, to plan tests, to interpolate test results, and to provide a
rigorous evaluation methodology. These models may be simple thought processes or
"back-of-the-envelope" estimates, or they may be sophisticated simulations of system
performance. But the causal relationship between military effectiveness and system
performance must always be developed, validated and documented.

2.3.1.2.2.1 Those digital models selected for use in the EW T&E
process must be appropriately validated and certified. Models and simulations may
range in scope from macroscopic, i.e., operational scenarios, threat engagements
(many-on-many), and electromagnetic interactions among systems, to a high degree of
fidelity (microscopic), i.e., detailed technical representation of electromagnetic
propagation and signal processing functions of the system under test (SUT). Any or all
of these types of models and simulations may be used to support the process of
translating the broad operational capabilities as described in the MNS into system-
specific performance requirements that may be demonstrated through T&E.
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2.3.1.2.3 Decsign. System Design is the first step in creating the
system. EW system design is the process of converting specifications for an EW
capability into a visual or mathematical representation of the system. As the system
characteristics take form, it is very important that progress on the system design is
communicated effectively to the user to ensure that the new EW capability continues to
satisfy the operational requirements. System design is perhaps the most critical step in
the RDA function because, once built, the EW system is much more difficult to modify
to correct deficiencies built into the original design. Once approved, the design is
converted into a prototype (working model). Testing is conducted to assess whether
the EW system design meets the rU4irements.

2.3.1.2.4 EmUMing. Joint Publication 1-02 states that a prototype is
a model suitable for evaluation of design, performance, and production potential. For
the purpose of this process, prototypes are classified as engineering and production.

2.3.1.2.4.1 E-ngineerin Prototye. An engineering prototype
(EP) is a development model of a unit that is close to production. This term may apply
to circuitry, a device (black box), or a system, and may be in a breadboard (technical)
configuration. EPs are normally used in Phase I.

2.3.1.2.4.2 Production Prototyes (PCM. A production prototype
is a final model of a design before the pilot unit is approved for production. It should
be highly representative of fimal equipment, except that the exact manufacturing
assembly process and production design changes may not yet be used or incorporated.
It is suitable for complete evaluation of its electrical and/or mechanical form and may
be in a brassboard (technical and operational configuration. PPs are normally used in
Phase II.

2.3.1.2.5 SR•ificaligns are the values that convert requirements into
design terms. They must clearly and accurately relate back to the technical
requirements of the system. An audit trail from the requirements documents to the
specifications ensures that the system, when built to the specification, performs as
intended.

2.3.1.2.6 Reliability Growth is a process in which the reliability of the
operational system improves through identification and correction of systemic
reliability failures. During Engineering & Manufacturing Development (EMD),
laboratory tests on prototypes are performed to uncover component reliability failures,
make design improvements, and project a reliability point estimate. Later, the system is
deployed and field data are collected. The validity of this process lies in the activities
associated with operational failures. If the user is aggressive in reporting, cataloging
and investigating reliability failures, and commits the time and resources to their

8



correction, reliability will, in all likelihood, improve. If these steps are not taken,
reliability cannot improve and will probably decrease as the system is subjected to
more maintenance than was originally intended.

2.3.1.2.7 Production is the f. of the system after it has
been funded, found to be producible, and deemed operationally suitable and effective.
The capability and integrity of the manufacturing process to produce systems meeting
the system design Lqiremeints is evaluated and masured through inspections and
testing. The attnrUdtes of a producible EW system design are that it can be
Sma ured economically and with consistent quality. The system design should
address the manufacring facility's variability in material, process, and personnel
sources and require that the manufacturing processes be controlled to the level
addressed in the design.

2.3.1.2.8 SuDorL Eauircnt is that category of ancillary "things"
necessary to sustain the EW SUT or, during T&E, to support, monitor and record the
test. Support equipment includes auxiliary power carts, signal generators,
oscilloscopes, video and still cameras, video and audio recorders, stripchart recorders,
and numerous other items without which the system could not operate properly or be
adequately tested. Support equipment requirements for T&E must be identified in Part
V of the TEMP early in the T&E process to ensure availability when needed.

2.3.1.2.9 Trainin Euipmnent. Since most new or highly modified
systems are somewhat unique, the personnel who use and maintain the system must be
retrained to use it properly and safely. Training equipment includes items such as
computer workstations, display devices/consoles for troubleshooting, and test bench
mockups of the system that either permit that training or are used during training to
instruct the operators and maintainers in the correct way to operate and maintain the
system.

2.3.1.2.10 Oertional Qxon .The operational concept, as defined

in the ORD, is the planned methodology by which the EW system is to be used and
supported during peace and conflict. The ORD provides performance parameters in
terms of operational suitability and effectiveness criteria thresholds and objectives.
Understanding the operational concept is critical for both DT&E and OT&E personnel.

2.3.1.2.11 Logistics Support Concept is the plan by which the EW

system is maintained. It includes spares, maintenance, transportation, and support
personnel requirements. Developing integrated logistics support requirements
consistent with readiness objectives, system design and resources should be considered
early in the acquisition process.
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2.3.2 SMI ONE is the identification of T&E information required by the
Milestone decision maker (See Figure 4). The required information consists of
performance and effectiveness evaluations of how well the system meets the user's
needs. This information progresses from answers concerning proposed alternative EW
concepts in Phase 0 to answers on system technical performance and operational
suitability and
effectiveness during
Phase II and beyond.

2.3.2.1 The
required information
usually centers on the
current SUT which is in J
the form of concepts,
prototypes, both - 0 AWo0 oa•-rM
engineering and • ru mm noN OR= & oPM
production, and/or the MOM" .. PAM MNIzWDW BY .. Cl/I'AL ft3• nltT1MCX qm9srAVJrW

system itself depending DICISION H

on the acquisition phase. FrOM ThE * DVANfWlfV COFNOD= / SWnVL17ON SYMMS

Step One of the T&E r & & xvoaumroi
process is initiated by
the preceding Milestone Figure 4. Step One: Identification of Information

decision of the Needed by Decision Maker

Acquisition Process.

2.3.2.2 Areas in which questions can be expected from the Milestone

decision maker in each phase are: the relevance of historical data, accuracy and
connectivity of stated requirements, adequacy of T&E infrastructure and technology
base, testing alternatives, system performance versus validated threats, projected
impact of the system on battle outcomes, capabilities, limitations, feasibility, preferred
system, and T&E exit criteria. Association of each question with an acquisition phase
is discussed later in the application of the T&E Process to the Acquisition Process. The
principal outcome of this Step is the determination of evaluation objectives.

2.3.2.2.1 To ensure that a sound, cost-effective approach is implemented,

the T&E resources need to be identified as early in the process as possible--preferably
prior to Step One. As testing proceeds and the system matures, the level of fidelity
(accuracy) of required data, of threats and surrogates, and of the test environment
increases and costs escalate rapidly. Accordingly, the test manager should carefully
weigh the numbers and types of tests, in a cost/benefits analysis, and assess required
data that could be acquired through comparatively lower cost modeling and simulation
versus data that must be acquired through the more costly field or open-air test events.
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2.3.2.3 A Be.imen= Correlation Matrix (RCM) (similar to the example
illustrated in Figure 5) can be used to provide an audit trail of the EW ystem under
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Figure 5. Sample Missile Warning System Requirements
Correlation Matrix (RCM)

development. Such a matrix could include, but not be limited to, a comparison of
operational requirements, operational performance parameters, and key system
performance parameters. Models and simulations can be used to assist in establishing
objective and threshold values which can be displayed in an RCM. The sample RCM
identifies operational requirements, operational performance parameters and key system
performance parameters. These characteristics and requirements serve as the foundation
for development of a System Maturity Matrix (SMM).

2.3.2.4 A System Maturity Matrix (SMM) (similar to the example
illustrated in Figure 6) is an acquisition management tool that can be used to highlight
differences between the required objective/threshold values and the demonstrated
values resulting from scheduled testing. The sample SMM contains key system and
technical performance parameter thresholds as appropriate, as well as objectives, at
specific points in time within the development process of the system. These specific
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thresholds are called *exit criteria". The SMM displays these parameters necessary to
measure progress toward meeting the operational requirements. At the milestone
review points, decisions are made as to the ability of the system to proceed to the next
phase in the acquisition process. Exit criteria for critical parameters are requirements
so important to the need that, if not satisfied, will result in cancellation or reassessmen
of the program. The characteristics listed in the SMM will likely be few in number.
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Figure 6. Sample Missile Warning System Maturity Matrix (SMM)

As the EW system progresses/matures, sub-elements or new characteristics may be
added to these matrices. A critical characteristic is a requirement so important to the
need that, if not achieved, will result in cancellation or reassessment of a program. A
threshold is, therefore, the value a critical characteristic must meet. It becomes an exit
criterion when coupled with a specific point in time (a particular milestone or decision
point) when it must be attained. Objectives are requirements, although not critical, that
represent user desires or potential improvement above thresholds. After T&E
requirements have been identified and are considered measurable, pre-test analysis is
performed before actual testing begins.
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2.3.3 .EY (See
Figure 7) is where the decision z g,,9
maker weighs the T&E
information against other
programmatic information to
decide a proper course of action.
The decision will bu based on
criteria of military worth, as
well as consideration of cost,
funding, urgency, etc. When • fSWmpm*=
associated with an acquisition UM

milestone, this decision is oi FO• M
announced in an Acquisition .ACW• WR•M AS AMU

Decision Memorandum (ADM)
which outlines the future course Figure 7. Step Five: Decision Maker Weighs
of action for the program and the the T&E Information Against Other Program
SUT. Additionally, each Information
milestone decision contains the
"exit criteria" for the next Phase/Milestone.

2.3.4 Eedback. It is possible that the decision maker asked the wrong question
or that the questions were misunderstood by the T&E community. The decision maker
should compare the information contained in the assessments with the questions
previously asked to ensure that the responses are adequate. Problems should be
highlighted and resolved. The decision maker can then rephrase succeeding questions
to ensure better understanding of the information needed.

2.4 T&E Implementation Function. The test and evaluation implementation
function encompasses the three steps necessary to develop the information needed to
prepare the assessments used by decision makers in Step Five.

2.4.1 STEP TWO (See Figure 8) is the pre-test analysis of the evaluation
objectives from Step One to determine the types and quantities of data needed, the
results expected or anticipated from the tests, and the analytical tools needed to conduct
the tests and evaluations.

2.4. 1. 1 Pre-test analysis develops the analytical tools, allocates test
parameters to requirements, estimates test results, determines the types and quantities
of data needed, and identifies the major test objectives.
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2.4.1.2 The use of
validated models and
simulation systems during pre-
test analysis can aid in
determining: 1) how to design
test scenario(s), 2) how to set-
up the test environmen, 3) how
to properly instrument the test,
4) how to man and control the
test resources, 5) how best to wn m ro ý
sequence the test trials, and 6)
how to estimate outcomes. In . *a M 0 RomTV a&V-M• 7W. 7
this step, models and O D CA SfnTMmn

simulations are used to estimate __"_________a________a

test results.
Figure 8. Step Two: Pre-Test Analysis

2.4.1.3 The end
product of this step is the expected outcome of the system under test. When a
determination is made that additional data are necessary and major test objectives are
identified, the process moves to Step Three.

2.4.2 STEP _....L
test activity and data
mauagcmcm, (See Figure
9) is the actual test activity
planning, test conduct, and
data management practices.
Given the data requirements R; W. --.
from Step Two, T&E .,=,.• .A.W-
managers determine what t, I

valid data exist in historical ." m`
r'les that can be applied to .. *N,..W,,,M

the SUT and what new data ""."-L"W"G'dE
must be developed from :: * CO PWOCESS A AUTHENTICATE DATA

test events. They plan and .M Im s eTTACTIVMR-PORTIG
execute the tests necessary
to develop the data. The
historical and developed Figure 9. Step Three: Test Activity and Data
data are reviewed for Management
completeness and accuracy,
authenticated, and forwarded to Step Four for assessment as measured outcomes.
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2.4.2.1 Test activity planning includes gathering the required test articles
and test support equipment, scheduling facilities and identifying the climatic, mission
and threat e m .

2.4.2.2 Test conduct uses the EW T&E capabilities infrastructure and is
the culmination of test activity planning and, with the exception of historical data, is
the execution of the actual test events. As shown in Figure 9, test activities range from
historical searches of the performance of like or similar components, subsystems and
systems to actual hardware tests of component incoming parts through multi-system,
open-air, operationally realistic "fte-play" scenarios. Data gathered during the test, or
from historical searches, are input to the data managemen activity for processing.

The Reliance Study defines EW T&E capabilities as those resources used
for the evaluation of electronic countermeasures (ECM); electronic counter-
countermeasures (ECCM); suppression of enemy air defense (SEAD); and command,
control, communications, and intelligence (C31) components, subsystems, systems, and
EW functions of federated or integrated avionic/vetronic suites. EW testing includes
operational test considerations for missions and warfighting requirements of the Army,
Navy, Air Force and Marine Corps and involves evaluation of their vehicles and EW
equipment for required performance, mutual interference, and detectability by the
enemy.

2.4.2.2.1 Historical Test Daia. The initial step in any EW test activity
should be the examination of previous test data (or descriptive summaries) stored in
historical archives to ascertain the utility of previous test results, i.e., does the required
new EW capability share sufficient commonality with any predecessor system such that
some testing can be obviated. Component, subsystem and system data from like or
similar components, subsystems or systems must be examined first for applicability,
and, if applicable, to reduce the amount and/or type of hardware/software testing
necessary for evaluation. Further, modeling and simulation of historical test data, in
lieu of actual testing of the current SUT, should be performed to fill historical
information voids. This is a highly cost effective procedure that leads to the
determination of what data are lacking and needed from new test and evaluation events.

2.4.2.2.2 Comhonent Measurement TestEvents often involve the use
of specialized capabilities to explore and evaluate advanced technologies, e.g.,
Microwave Monolithic Integrated Circuits (MMIC), Very-high-speed ICs (VHSIC),
Microwave Power Modules (MPM), Digital RF Memory devices (DRFM), Acoustic
Charge Transport (ACT), and are usually the first test events performed during the
development and/or buildup of the system. Examples include incoming parts
inspection, thermal, acoustic and vibration cycling, power requirement, and heat
generation tests. For EW systems, measurement resources provide those specialized
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capabilities cited above. They generally fall into the sub-categories of antenna
measuremn, RCS measurement, infiared (IR)/laser signature measurement, and
electromagnetic interference/compatibility (EMI/EMC) test capabilities.

2.4.2.2.3 Integmation Test Event test EW components, subsystems and
systems :ombined with other elements. The other elements may be other parts of the
same system or different systems altogether with which the SUT must operate. These
tests are used to evaluate individual hardware and software interactions with each other
and with the entire avionic/vetronic suite and are frequently conducted in integration
laboratories specifically designed to test the SUT integrated with other systems or
functions. Integration laboratories are generally weapon system specific (except for
associated environment generators) and are used from the beginning of an EW system's
development through avionics/vetronics integration and fielding. These laboratories
often employ a variety of digital models, simulations, and stimulations to generate
scenarios and electromagnetic backgrounds at or near real time.

2.4.2.2.4 Hardware-in-the-loop (ITLi Events. H1TL tests use
elements of the SUT in combination with software to examine the performance of those
elements before the entire system is available or when a specific capability cannot be
tested. For EW systems, these events are conducted indoors in a secure environment to
test the systems against manned, closed-loop, and open-loop threat simulators. These
tests provide unique opportunities to evaluate EW systems hardware at different stages
of development (e.g., breadboard, brassboard, prototype, or production), possibly
years before the host platform is available, thereby facilitating concurrent development
of the EW systems or functions, other systems, and the platforms/vehicles themselves.
HITL testing also allows production systems to be tested under controlled and
repeatable test conditions, thus providing an inexpensive complement to flight testing.
Additionally, the controlled environment readily lends itself to EW technique
optimization and closed-loop operational effectiveness evaluation.

2.4.2.2.5 rmmledt SysteMr Test Events provide capabilities to
evaluate SUTs and functions that are installed on and integrated with their host
platforms. These tests can occur in indoor facilities such as EW anechoic chambers, in
which free-space radiation measurements are made during simultaneous operation of
the EW system and other host platform systems, or climatic chambers or as outdoor
DT and OT tests. Chambers provide secure sites to evaluate the capabilities and
limitations of the system against simulated and stimulated inputs. In an anechoic
chamber, for example, the SUT is stimulated by threat signal generators and its
responses are evaluated to provide critical information regarding integrated system
performance. Climatic chambers permit examination of SUT capabilities in varied
climates without having to transport the SUT to those naturally occurring climates.
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2.4.2.2.6 Field or .pevi Air Test Events. The term "field test" or open
air test refers to any test conducted outdoors. It includes surface (land and sea),
undersea, airborne and spaceborne testing. Field tests are conducted where it is
feasible, safe, and secure to test all or part of the SUT in an environment that is
normally more realistic than any attainable indoors. Field tests may allow the SUT to
be operated more closely to its operational conditions. However, particularly with EW
systems, field tests may provide less insight into the (purely technical) performance of
a system because indoor facilities are the only place high density, high fidelity threat
signals can be generated.

2.4.2.2.6.1 The Reliance Study has divided open air test resources
into two subcategories: EW test ranges and airborne testbeds. 1) Open air EW test
ranges are highly instrumented facilities with high fidelity threat simulators and real
systems, and are primarily used to test systems and functions installed either in a
testbed or the intended host aircraft/vehicle. Open air testing provides the most
operationally realistic environment in which to evaluate a SUT. Real world phenomena
encountered during range testing include terrain effects, multipath propagation,
electromagnetic interference (EMI) effects, etc. 2) Airborne testbeds are normally
large airframes designed for spread-bench installation and testing of EW and other
avionics systems. They permit flight testing of EW techniques, components,
subsystems, systems, or entire avionics suites in their early stages of development
and/or modification, often prior to the availability of prototype or production hardware.

2.4.2.2.7 Simulation/Stimudation Events. Simulation and stimulation
events are used extensively in the DoD test process. They can be applied to computer
or physical working models or the SUT. They may be real time or non-real time
models. Effective use of credible models and their simulation/stimulation events
provides cost effective T&E.

2.4.2.2.7.1 According to the EW T&E Reliance Study, digital
models and computer simulations represent EW systems, host platforms, other friendly
players, the combat environment, and threat systems. These models run interactively in
real or simulated time and space domains, along with other factors of a combat
environment. Specific computer simulations are constructed at various levels of detail,
corresponding to the level of technical complexity they support (i.e., engineering,
platform, mission, or campaign). Presently, there are numerous computer simulations
in use (e.g., AASPEM, SUPPRESSOR, ALARM, and Enhanced SAMS); however,
they do not share a common architecture. For example, AASPEM, the Advanced Air-
to-Air System Performance Evaluation Model, models air-to-air engagements.
including beyond-visual-range maneuvering; close-in-combat air-to-air tactics; sensor
detection and tracking; missile lock-on, launch, fly-out, firing, detonation, and kill:
gun firing; laser firing; and defensive reaction to weapons while ALARM, the
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Advanced Low Altitude Radar Model, is a radar-range-equation-based detection model
that includes the effects of ground clutter, terrain masking, multipath, diffraction,
atmospheric attenuation and jamming against several types of radar systems, e.g., MTI,
pulse Doppler, and CW. While both of these examples describe very complex models
that possess a high degree of specificity, their purpose and use in the T&E process
would be for very different reasons and probably at different phases in the Acquisition
process, i.e., ALARM would appear to be more appropriate for assessing technical
performance while AASPEM would likely be used closer to OT&E to assess
operational performance.

2.4.2.2.7.2 A greater capability to simulate existing and planned
military systems and the threats they are designed to counter is needed. The Joint
Modeling and Simulation System (J-MASS) program is addressing these problems and
should be contacted for use of their standard modeling architecture and simulation
support.

2.4.2.3 DTata Mangcmeng. Data recorded during test events are often not
in a form best suited for analysis. Several steps are taken to make the data more usable:

2.4.2.3.1 Data Collection and Reduction. Most data are recorded
"raw" and scaled to match the recording capabilities of the analog or digital recording
system without regard to the actual magnitude of the data. This first step in the data
management process is assembling data from all sources and reducing them to
engineering values.

2.4.2.3.2 Analysis and authentication ensures that all data accurately
reflect the operation of the SUT. Data from multiple sources are compared for
agreement, data dropouts are filled in where possible and questionable data are
compared with other sources for reasonableness. The data are then distributed for
further use in the synthesis and evaluation step.

2.4.2.4 Deficie=n Reorting is the process of formally documenting
failures to meet required performance thresholds or objectives, human factors
limitations, safety concerns, etc. Deficiency reports are forwarded to the program
office for correction. Procedures for deficiency reporting differ among the Services,
but because of the critical importance of deficiency reporting during field testing, it
should in all cases be a clearly defined, formal process. Evaluation of the impact of the
deficiency on suitability and effectiveness must be part of the deficiency reporting
process. Merely quoting specifications as a justification for submitting a deficiency
report may lead to costly, time-consuming changes that are not operationally required
or that preclude making other, more valuable changes. For example, the evaluators
should assess how the deficiency affects operational mission accomplishment. Does the
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deficiency require more spares, more manpower, or longer down times than can be
afforded in a military operation? And finally, can the user work around these
limitations and make effective use of the system?

2.4.2.5 The end product of this step is measured outcomes in the form of
T&E activity reports which are provided to the analysts for Step Four.

2.4.3 STEP FOUJR. post test synthesig and evaluation, is the combination of
the measured outcomes of Step Three with the expected outcomes from Step Two,
tempered with technical and operational judgement. The output of Step Four is the
answers to the questions developed at Step One. See Figure 10.

2.4.3.1
When measured M
outcomes differ from
expected outcomes, the
test conditions and
procedures must be
reexamined to determine
if the deviations are
real, that is, due to
unexpected performance
of the SUT, or are
caused by test rM I= Sr AM rVAIUAnM1 * A nM o

limitations such as a .. TCWCAL AD O•ANooALJUAU * T&S NFRUMAITON

lack of fidelity in .. MWAWiwENu.•4 AM oCW ,,uAA TO DEMCsION ,AC4

computer simulation,
non-availability of
support assets, or less Figure 10. Step Four: Post Test Synthesis and
than full system Evaluation
availability. If the
differences are due to test limitations, the effect of the limitations must be evaluated, if
possible, and judgement used to estimate true system performance. However, since
this may involve extrapolation of test data, it is inherently risky. Despite the additional
cost and time, retesting is usually prudent.

In this step, models and simulations are normally used to process test data and
to evaluate system performance and effectiveness using data obtained from the tests.
The assumptions of tactics, environment, system performance, and support must be
carefully chosen and fully described and documented.
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2.4.4 Feedack. As with the decision maker, feedback is necessary within the
T&E process to ensure the quality of the output. But unlike the decision maker, who
needs to know whether the questions have been answered satisfactorily, here the
evaluators mnst ensure that the data are sufficient to answer the questions posed by (or
as understood from) the decision maker. Their satisfaction with the test report data
must be transmitted as feedback to the persons responsible for the pre-test analysis to
ensure that both the current test and the process itself are as complete, effective and
efficient as possible.

This step concludes with the preparation of technical and operational
assessments which answer the questions from the decision maker at Step One.

2.4.5 The T&E process concludes at STEP FIVE, as noted above, where the
decision maker weighs the T&E information against other program informpiAon and
assesses the progress of the EW SUT.
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3. EW SYSTEMS T&E DURING PHASE 0 - CONCEPr EXPLORATION AND
DEFINITION (CE&D)

3.0.1 Milesnne O ncLt Studies AnMMval. The Milestone (MS) 0 decision
begins Phase 0 in which alternative EW concepts are to be explored to identify the
most promising potential solution(s) to validated user needs. T&E concerns at MS 0 are
data that can be developed during Phase 0 that support a MS I decision with respect to
the concepts and the development of recommended T&E "exit criteria" that are
established and presented in the MS 0 Acquisition Decision Mmoradum (ADM).

3.0.2 Mlase O-C a w E=loration andDefinition.

3.0.2.1 Phase Descripion. The main objective of the CE&D phase is to
arrive at: 1) a preferred system concept, or concepts, through study and comparison of
alternative concepts including a proposed acquisition strategy and program objectives
for the most promising system concept(s); 2) a determination of system performance
and design characteristics; and 3) an appraisal of the operational effectiveness and
suitability of each EW concept.

3.0.2.2 LI&E. The main objective of T&E in this phase is to assist in
defining and selecting a preferred EW System concept, candidate technologies, and
critical operational characteristics.

3.0.2.2.1 Develagme al Test and Evaluatin,. DT&E comprises the
major test events and evaluation actions within this phase. The primary purpose of
DT&E at this point is to determine whether the proposed EW concepts are feasible.
Alternative concepts are analyzed against required key technical and operational
performance parameters, e.g., is nanosecond response time required or will
microsecond response time suffice? Test resources and tools required to support test
and evaluation of any new EW system that may be developed are identified. At this
juncture within most EW programs, because there is usually little EW hardware to test
at this stage, much of the studies, analyses, concept comparisons, design work, and
performance appraisals are done through the use of modeling and simulation. In some
cases, however, as a result of an Advanced Technology Demonstration (ATD)
program, a brassboard or breadboard may be available for testing. Considerable testing
of concepts and some testing of subsystems occurs in this phase.

3.0.2.2.2 Oerational Test and Evaluation. Significant OT&E will not
likely occur during this phase. The emphasis in this phase is in proving out the
particular concept and developing cost effective alternatives that meet the user's needs.
To that end, the Operational Test Agency (OTA) reviews program documentation and
develops a working relationship with the user in order to understand the operational
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requiren and define the critical issues. The OTA will, as a minimum. prepare an
initial OT&E outline and participate in acquisition planning to ensure that schedules
and long-lead items meet OT&E objectives. The OTA may be required to prepare an
early operational assessment (EOA) of critical system, subsystems, and components
may be necessary to ascertain that risk and operating -environment are within
acceptable limits.

3.1 STEP ONE. Identify Information Needed by Decision Makers from T&E.
As a minimnm, T&E addresses the (generic) questions as depicted in Figure II and,

more specifically as listed
below as they might relate to N *. 0 - jm D.hWti
each EW concept or concept O_
comparison: (,) ThE ,

" Who is mb ft"W, nn

(1) What T&E data 2 C,.qm,,.a,.okbe.
exist, e.g., are there M DW*.9mumT* ' m. Wo pnob.SPUU, I=lAWOMM uamlw~ft a ft -d malmm If ML apNOl VMa

historical test data f.---•...,...* ---. •-
available on previous (4) Mema,, ,)6W,.f.--m
EW concepts, jammer (5 ... TAR.,., wpm na ..t.. , a -.-. )
systems, ECM (a WI .- ,,.*,O-" ,.. .M,
techniques, etc. that M f.,a.. . e, mq~A,,N*..m-k-"-A
would preclude SYSO"'. ,. ... .W
"reinventing the (a IsuW, am, b? a a•.,,_,

wheel"? Does (9 m *a f.-. .tm I T" *".- ' L7

preliminary analysis (10) O.--fyO, =.=f (SA) adj .. - ky of

conclude that the .- ,k,. for M.. Ptgw. (W or" M .-=

concept(s) will work? Figure 11. Phase 0 T&E Questions
What is the
confidence level in
this assessment? Do the available historical data on the testing of platform self-
protection, for example, enhance the confidence that an evolutionary, rather
than revolutionary, approach is preferred?

(2) Can requirements, as stated, be evaluated?

(3) Does the existing EW T&E infrastructure/technology base permit
evaluation? Approximately what is the cost and time frame? If not,
approximately what is the cost and time frame to create the infrastructure and
technology base to adequately assess the EW concept(s)? Does the existing
technology base support concurrent, rather than sequential. testing of parallel
technologies?
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(4) What arm concept(s) capabilities and limitations versus threats, e.g. does the

.ECM concept adequately address the monopulse radar threat?

(5) How can T&E favorably impact risk management or risk reduction?

(6) What alternatives exist to testng/test assets? What are the risks associated
with using the alternatives?

(7) Has the preliminary TEMP been approved? Are the criti technical
parameters, the minimum acceptable operational reand the critical
system characteristics included?

(8) Is each proposed EW concept feasible? Is one concept preferred, e.g., does
an onboard EW system provide more or less survivability of the host platform
than an integrated onboard/offboard system?

(9) What are the r mmended Phase I T&E "exit criteria"?

(10) If an EOA is initiated by the OTA at this stage, does it address resource
availability and planning for projected OT&E test events?

3.2 STEP TWO. Pre-test Analysis. Pre-test Analysis in EW CE&D places
maximum emphasis on the development of expected outcomes after determining the
major types of tests needed, i.e., open-loop or closed loop, HUTL, integration
laboratory, flying testbed, open air or range. Among the analytical tools developed
during pre-test analysis are digital models and simulations of elements of contending
EW concepts that are sufficiently representative of the SUT to permit conceptual design
trade-off studies. Conducting pre-test analysis assists in structuring test conditions prior
to the conduct of test events. The expected response of the SUT can be used to design
test trials to evaluate system effectiveness and suitability. For the initial test set-up, test
requirements are derived from the system development and engineering activities.

3.3 STEP THREE. Test Activity and Data Management. This step emphasizes a
testing approach to prove out the feasibility of alternative EW concepts. Test planning
involves preparation of the acquisition program baseline (APB), the preliminary TEMP
and an initial OT&E outline. The actual tests should be structured to provide data for
evaluation of acquisition risk and decision making. Testing in the CE&D phase is
conducted to determine whether the alternative EW concepts can meet the operational
need. e.g., can the missile warning system meet, or exceed, the capability to
discriminate among at least the top 10 (in priority) threat missiles against which it is
designed to operate. Alternative concepts are tested against the requirements outlined in
the ORD and APB, and listed in the RCM for tracking. Test events are conducted at
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facilities commensurate with EW T&E capabilities required for that event. In the
CE&D Phase the following may be considered.

f-inric! Ion lbta. IThe initial step in any EW test activity should be the
eamination of previous test data (or descriptive summaries) stored in historical
archives to ascertain the utility of previous test results, i.e., does the required new EW
capability share sufficient with any predecessor system such that some
testing can be obviated. Development planning agencies, Service analysis agencies (like
the Air Force Center for Technology), and hardware contactors should be consulted
when reseawrhing available system or subsystem historical data bases or data bases that
should share data at military laboratories. The use of TECNE=, IN'IERNEr,
Worldwide WEB, and USENET are suggested for access to repositories of EW data.
A thorough search of available test data sources could reduce the cost of the T&E
program planned for the potential new system. Further, modeling and simulation of
historical test data, in lieu of actual testing of the current SUT, should be performed to
fill historical information voids. This is a highly cost effective procedure that leads to
the determination of what data are lacking and needed from new test and evaluation
events.

enn tmeamr D tit evemm are less likely to occur during this
phase than in subsequent phases. However, in some cases actual equipment in
brassboard or prototype configurations may be available for Meg test events.

Tnt ton t=ng may be used to verify fairly complex concepts that
require sensor fusion (to perform a more accurate Electronic Support function such as
precision emitter location, for example) or that have operator displays and operator
actions that need to be evaluated with real time, man-in-the-loop simulations. Emphasis
should be on lessons learned and their integration with data available from computer
simulations. Test efforts should make efficient use of computer simulation such that
sufficient pre-test analysis can be accomplished on those results expected from the
actual laboratory testing. This allows comparison of measured results with expected
outcomes to validate desired test conditions.

-ardware-in-the-oLoon testing is important in this phase in determining the
feasibility of each EW concept under test and in evaluating its military worth. That is,
what is the value added by the implementation of the EW concept? For concepts that
have matured to a hardware stage, HITL test events can be used to refine designs.
check system performance in operational environments, and work out early problems
by using either flexible, generic EW simulators/stimulators or commercial laboratory
equipment, such as oscilloscopes, synthesizers, spectrum analyzers, signal generators,
etc.
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I etlhd SO=-m Test (IaTl Eventn may not be conducted because few
concepts will have reached the installation stage by this Phase. If possible, however,
IST events are used to look for optimum solutions to stated needs.

FeldQnen. Air Tem may or may not be conducted during this phase
depending on the availability of prototype hardware. If, however, advanced technology
development (ATD) programs have produced brassboard hardware, it may be installed
in testbeds to conduit field testing. Data may be obtained in this manner to check
equipment operation and help verify non-real-time computer simulations from the
CE&nD phase.

Slmtafionn/Sthmflafio Eynt. Simulation and stimulation events are used
extensively in the DoD test process. They can be applied to computer or physical
working models or the SUT. They may be real time or non-real time models. Effective
use of credible models and their simulation/stimulation events provides cost effective
T&E. Candidate system concepts to provide the needed mission capability can be
analyzed using computer simulations of mission scenarios integrated with models of the
system concepts. The use of ALARM (described in paragraph 2.4.2.2.7.1), or a
similar model, during this phase should be considered. ALARM is appropriate for
assessing technical c.

Dam man L-=t occurs during this phase. In this step, the data on each
EW concept are converted from raw data collected by the testers into measured
outcomes which are analyzed for validity and then authenticated.

3.4 STEP FOUR. Post-test Synthesis and Evaluation directly identifies the
performance capabilities of the EW system. In the CE&D phase, the concepts identified
in the COEA are judged according to their merit in meeting military needs as stated in
the MNS and users' requirements as stated in the ORD Assessments identify the
MOPs for the systems as well as any shortcomings/deficiencies. The measured
outcomes of the tests are compared to the expected outcomes established in Step Two.
In this phase the greatest disparity between expected and measured outcomes occurs.
Measured outcomes of testing, when coupled with expected results from computer
simulation, provide the added benefit of refining the simulations and models and
updating their parameters in order to better validate the model's accuracy. At the
conclusion of the post test synthesis and evaluation step, all test objectives will have
been analyzed and demonstrated values will have been documented. The final output of
this step must be T&E information for the decision makers concerning the performance
parameters, the feasibility of each alternative EW concept, the availability of EW test
resources, and the adequacy of the technology base to support the desired concept.
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3.5 STEP FIVE. Decision Maker Welhs T&E InfonmaglonAgainst Other
Program Information. The output of this step is an informed decision on the proper
course of action to be taken at this point predicated upon the information received by
the decision maker from the application of the Process to date.

3.5.1 Milestnne I eeicninn Point. The results of the Concept Exploration and
Definition Phase are reviewed and approved by the Milestone Decision Authority
(MDA). During this review, the MDA confirms that study efforts support the need for
a new program, that the system concept(s) shows evidence of satisfying the
requirements, that the threat assessment has been validated as required, that the
proposed EW concept is producible and affordable, and that adequate resources,
including T&E resources, can be programmed to support an acquisition program.

The ADM documents the decision to initiate an acquisition program and enter into
Phase I (DEMVAL). It also approves the Concept Baseline that was established
through the analysis of the alterative EW system concepts. Program-specific exit
criteria that must be met during the DEMVAL Phase are established.

3.5.2 Documntmation. The following describes the program documentation
required by DoD Instruction 5000.2: 1) The STAR is the primary threat document
from which critical intelligence parameters are determined. It is initially prepared and
approved by the appropriate Intelligence Agency and validated by the Defense
Intelligence Agency (DIA); 2) The ORD is initially prepared in this phase by the user
or the user's representative. The ORD reflects the critical operational issues (COIs) and
their criteria from which the minimum acceptable operational performance
requirements are derived; 3) The IPS is prepared at MS I. It summarizes the results of
Phase 0. It shall identify the most promising concept(s) to be carried into Phase I and
the reasons for elimination of alterative concepts; 4) A preliminary TEMP containing
the requirements for T&E, the initial management responsibilities, an outline of DT&E
and OT&E, and resource requirement is prepared. This is the primary T&E document
for review authorities; and 5) A COEA is initially prepared at MS 0 and updated at MS
I. Significant here is any change in performance parameters or any adjustment of
concepts.
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4. EW SYSTEMS T&E DURING PHASE I - DEMONSTRATION AND
VAIDATION (DEMIVAL)

4.0.1 MileBeme oI-wm ne._ An.vamml. The MS I decision,
rendered in an ADM, selects the preferr EW concept(s) to continu development.
This concept(s) will evolve into engineering prototypes (EPs) for continu T&E. The
T&E outcome is the assessment of each EP.

4.0.2 EW Sy-ns= in Phas I - D" /VAL.

4.0.2.1 Eh t 'n. The main objective of this phase is to conduct
technology demonstrations and to build and test prototypes of the EW system.
Requiremns are restated and/or updated in terms of thresholds and objectives and the
previously submitted preliminary TEMP is updated. Processes critical to the most
promising system concept(s) should be understood and attainable.

4.0.2.2 T&IA in DEM/AL. Because DEM/VAL occurs early in the EW
T&E process, tests and evaluations may be conducted to validate and qualify the design
and to ensure that the product is ready for Government acceptance. Special emphasis
should be placed on the use of HlTL test events to test systems rigorously in a design
exploration and/or refinement effort prior to Government validation testing.

4.0.2.2.1 Develm l Test iand Evaluatin. DT&E conducted during the
DEM/VAL phase is used to demonstrate: 1) that technical risk areas have been
identified and reduced to acceptable levels; 2) that the best technical approaches have
been accepted; and 3) that from this point on, engineering efforts, rather than
experimental efforts, are required. DT&E supports the MS 11 decision which considers
entry into Full-Scale Development and, as appropriate, low rate initial production
(LRIP). An EP can be built in this Phase by replacing certain components in the DSM
with hardware components developed during DEM/VAL.

4.0.2.2.2 Qv tionai Tet nand ERanhiuion. OT&.E for EW systems during
the DEM/VAL phase is conducted to support the MS-lI decision regarding a system's
readiness to move into Full-Scale Development. As part of OT&E planning, the
operational aspects of the proposed technical approach are examined by the OTA.
Consistent with the evolutionary requirements definition, the OTA works with the user
to refine proposed performance objectives and identify surge and mobilization
requirements. Also, evaluation criteria should be documented and the test schedule
reviewed for adequacy of time and that the availability of test articles is sufficient to
meet the OT objectives. This may include provisions for an Early Operational
Assessment (EOA). If the MS H decision includes an LRIP, an EOA is required.
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4.1 STEP ONE. Identification of T&E Information Required by Decision
Makers from T&E. For the DEM/VAL phase, the test reqie nt would have been
identified, updated, and carried forward from the CE&D phase. The TEMP is updated
and prepared for approval at MS H. If required, an EOA is prepared. The RCM and
the SMM are updated. Exit criteria for this phase are also defined.

4.1.1 As a minimum, T&E addresses the (generic) questions as depicted in
Figure 12 and, more specifically as listed below as they might relate to each EW EP:

(1) Existing data analysis I&
- will the EN~s) work? Dm 1UhS vdi
What is the confidence '),.., ai,-- a*.,,,.*%.
level in this assessment? W is *" &---
To what extent, for 0m Cfm--m. a =.,be
example, can the ()[IM0)t ueTaE A -. Ig '-..,.Ald ft=W of a/ dW =t M! am floss •m? If aML

situational awareness be , , "- . .. ms.
enhanced by an RWR -I b

EP, i.e., does it give the (4) WK= -i vmn 6?
(5) Mmew TAXi Mo• kmpmn* wmk mw rv*mkom

operator full four
quadrant coverage? (W maws •dtha

(1) Hw TlW. • 1U TSP amwm O--pmwP1m3 Um m OBD. cOBA.• ,-, MUq. TI., mini

(2) Can the
requirements, as stated, MII ft I n LF ftiLl ft •- su•ue?

b e e v a lu a t e d ? (9 W . -.= - . m W -- ,,II T A '--.z .- 7
(Ir lm Wtm h mmum• •mu 1w •u~g ( mdim fa
flad OMEI

(3) Does the existing 0,1(, O M . .BA too-n* ofm. .P.Mn.

T&E infrastructure and I ..- ' ,.
technology base permit
evaluation? Figure 12. Phase I T&E Questions
Approximately what
is the cost and time frame? If not, approximately what is the cost and time
frame to create the appropriate infrastructure and technology base? If this is a
software-controlled EW EP, are there software modifications to be addressed?

(4) What are the capabilities/limitations of each EW EP versus threats? Is the
receiver sensitivity sufficient to detect low-probability-of-intercept emitters? Is
the circuitry sufficiently hardened against high power microwaves? Should it
be? Is the threat library current?

(5) How can T&E favorably impact risk management or risk reduction? Is
there a moderate-to-high risk technology issue that can be resolved early in this
phase?
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. (6) What alternatives exist to testing/test assets? What are the risks?

(7) Has TEMP been approved? The TEMP mut contain the pforma nce
parameters reflected in the ORD, COEA, and APB. They must be consistent.

(8) Is each proposed EP feasible? Is one preferred, and if so, why?

(9) What are the reconimmled Phase HI T&E "exit criteria"?

(10) What are the recommended criteria for certification of readiness for final
OT&E?

(11) Does the EOA address the early projection of potential operational
effectiveness and suitability criteria?

4.1.2 These questions are basically identical to the Phase 0 questions. However,
because the program is more mature, more data at higher confidence levels will exist.

4.2 STEP TWO. Pre4est Analysis. Because Pre-test Analysis is more concerned
with the "how to", or the methodology, of testing, the Pre-test analysis Step in the
DEM/VAL phase seeks to build on the DT&E actions from Phase 0 by refining the test
trials and test conditions to bring them closer to operational reality. The correlation
between the model and the EP should be closer; and, both should be converging
toward a match with the operational requirement. Development of expected outcomes is
again emphasized. Future testing will again be able to take advantage of the data
accumulated during this phase.

4.3 STEP THREE. Test Activity and Dats Management. The objective of the
T&E Process during DEM/VAL is to gather data to make trade-offs and to identify the
preferred technical approach for satisfying an operational requirement. In the
DEM/VAL T&E, an EP should be tested to determine the expected performance of the
proposed EW system. Test program planning should also identify any required
upgrades to existing test resources or the need for new test resources in subsequent
phases of the program which were not identified at MS I. Wherever practical. testing is
to be planned and conducted to take full, cost effective advantage of existing
investments in DoD ranges, facilities, and other resources, unless otherwise
documented in the TEMP. In the DEM/VAL phase the following are considered.

Historical Test Data. Building on the historical data search and evaluations
performed during Phase 0, historical data in Phase I may be extremely valuable in
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developing confidence that the proposed development is possible and in reducing
development risk by identifying successes and failures in earlier programs.

Measurement Tests. Prototype hardware may be subjected to the measurement of
system parameters such as antenna gain patterns, receiver sensitivity, ERP, etc. This
type of data is needed as input to the analysis of system operation and to computer
simulations. Representative measurements that are typically accomplished during Phase
I include:

a. The directional accuracy of an antenna, its beamwidth, and gain pattern.

b. The radar cross section (RCS) of prototype lethal suppression missiles.

c. The IR signatures of prototype lethal suppression missile engines.

Integration Tests. It is likely that DEM/VAL testing will commence before
components are tested and evaluated by the Government. This testing should focus on
identifying EW system hardware and software problems, maturing system
performance, and evaluating estimated reliability, availability, and maintainability
(RAM) levels. The following are typical tests that can be conducted at this stage of the
process: receiver stimulation, database characterization, display compatibility, and
fault testing.

Hardware-in-the-Loop Tests. When system integration laboratory testing has been
completed, engineering prototype components should be ready for HITL testing. Initial
testing should be conducted against a rigorous test environment and mature the EW
system in a non-adversarial manner. The main thrust of HITL testing is to evaluate the
performance of actual hardware systems/subsystems and simulated environment.

0

InStalled System Tests on final platforms will usually not occur in this Phase of
system development. However, testing could be used for equipment mounted on test
platforms where security and/or signal density requirements can best be
accommodated.

Open-Air/Field Tests. The effects of some real-world environmental conditions
can be investigated only under actual exposure to those conditions. Therefore, host
platform testing may be required early in an EW system's development or modification
cycle in order to evaluate its achieved performance. During the DEM/VAL Phase, this
can be accomplished by installing the EW system engineering prototype in a spread
bench configuration, aboard a large-body testbed aircraft (or on a highly instrumented
rocket sled, when precision position and velocity data are of interest), or on a mobile
or fixed surface platform that would be indicative of the "real-world" environment.
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imujladhan Lmulation Events As in the CE&D Phase, modeling and
simulation should be used in lieu of actual testing where feasible to fill data voids.
Hardware-in-the-loop facilities and open-air/field testing events provide a capability to
test against man-in-the-loop threat simulations and sur --gate weapon systems. The
number of people involved and the complexity of the simulators can make this testing
more expensive than in-plant system integration laboratory testing. Extensive pre-test
analysis using computer simulations should be conducted to obtain the maximum
benefit from subsequent hardware-in-the-loop and open-air/field testing. The use of a
model like ALARM, or a similar model, to assess technical perfomnce should be
considered.

Dataanagcrmeenz. Data from the test events and trials in the DEM/VAL phase
are processed, as in the CE&D phase, to convert raw data to a form that is
understandable and useable to decision makers.

4.4 STEP FOUR. Post-test Synthesis and Evaluation consists of reducing and
correlating these measured data for technical performance parameters, measures of
effectiveness (MOEs), and measures of performance (MOPs), on both a quick-look and
a thorough basis. This iterative assessment process begins with measurement testing
and continues through the open air testing conducted during DEM/VAL. The expected
outcomes from Step Two should be used in computer simulations to make early
assessments of operational effectiveness and suitability of the EP. Data collected from
both the EW SUT and threat systems are correlated with aircraft flight paths as a
function of time. Instrumentation that monitors the electromagnetic environment
collects jammer and radar signal parameters and measures power levels. These data are
compared with computer simulation or engineering estimations. All data are analyzed
to determine test results.

4.4.1 Results from this Phase must be reported through appropriate channels to
the MDA. The results of these tests and evaluations will have a major impact on future
program decisions. Where required, OT&E assessments are to be reported at the end of
each phase of T&E. The reports from OAs and EOAs are to be submitted to the MDA
or PDA as required. These reports should identify test limitations and their effects on
the ability to demonstrate whether or not critical systems design issues and risk have
been resolved. Results may lead to changes in specifications or may result in a redesign
of the system.

4.5 STEP FIVE. Decision Maker Weighs T&E Information Against Other
Program Information. The output of this step is an informed decision on the proper
course of action to be taken at this point predicated upon the information received by
the decision maker from the application of the Process to date.
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4.5.1 Milestone IT Decision Points. During the Milestone II review, the
MDA/PDA reviews the results to confirm that they provide reasonable assurance that
the technologies and processes critical to successful development of the EW system are
attainable and that the threat assessment and mission need are still current and valid.
The LRIP quantities, the exit criteria for Phase HI, and the Developmental baseline are
all approved, and approval is granted to enter into Phase II.

4.5.2 DeyeloUMc •enflB•,ilz. Compared to the Concept Baseline, the
Developmental Baseline contains more detailed and refined cost, schedule, and
performance objectives and thresholds. The list of system and technical performance
parameters should be expanded from the key parameters of the Concept Baseline that
were derived from testing the engineering prototype. Performance objectives set for
Phase II should represent a realistic, meaningful, measurable, cost-effective, and
affordable increment in operational capability beyond the minimum acceptable
requirements.

4.5.3 Dgoumcntation. The following is the program documentation required by
DoDI 5000.2: 1) The STAR is updated at MS H and at other points in the program
determined by the MDA. It reflects new, validated threat assessments, as well as
addresses any unresolved threat concerns and critical intelligence parameters that have
surfaced during DEM/VAL T&E; 2) The ORD is updated and expanded for MS II to
include thresholds and objectives for more detailed and refined performance capabilities
and characteristics based on the results of trade-off studies and testing done during
Phase 1. Key parameters from the ORD are included in the Development Baseline at
MS II; 3) The IPS at MS 11 summarizes the results of Phase I and how the exit criteria
in the MS I ADM were satisfied. It also identifies ftirther risk reduction efforts, trade-
off decisions, a summary of cost estimates and assessments, and the proposed
acquisition strategy, proposed waivers, any LRIP quantities and the T&E events to be
accomplished prior to LRIP contract award; 4) The TEMP is f-nalized and contains
data necessary to conduct DT&E and OT&E. DT&E events follow the conduct of test
events and are labeled as DTI, DTIA, DTIB, etc. OT&E events are labeled in a similar
manner. The update should describe testing performed to date and the attainment of
thresholds and objectives of performance parameters. The SMM and the RCM are
updated; and 5) the COEA at MS II addresses the most promising system concept
demonstrated and validated in Phase II. Performance and cost intervals should be
narrowed to point estimates. A sensitivity analysis is performed to identify any critical
sensitivities of the EW system's effectiveness to test restrictions, such as safety
constraints or test resource limitations.
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5. EW SYSTEMS T&E DURING PHASE II - ENGINEERING AND
MANUFACTURING DEVELOPMENT (EMD)

5.0.1 Milestone L-DevelVmCtl Approal. The MS II decision determines the
progress of the selected EP(s) for continued development as production prototypes
(PPs). The T&E outcome is the assessment of each selected prototype.

5.0.2 EW Systems in Phase IT - EMD.

5.0.2.1 Phase D.ssconn The main objective of this phase is to design,
fabricate, test and evaluate an EW PP; to validate the manufactiring or production
process confirming that design risks have been mitigated; and to demonstrate through
testing that the system capabilities meet specificationrequirements and satisfy mission
needs.

5.0.2.2 TkE in EMU. The main objectives of T&E in EMD are to ensure that
engineering is complete, to validate system performance of the production design in a
realistic environment, and to ensure that specifications are met through preproduction
and production qualification testing. Further, a test plan is developed to: ensure design
problems are solved; provide the guidelines for software testing; validate configuration
changes; validate system compatibility and interoperability with other EW systems
and/or other platform electronic systems; and continue the reliability, availability, and
maintainability program.

5.0.2.2.1 D2evelopnmental Test and Evaluation. DT&E conducted during this
phase provides the final technical data to determine the EW system's readiness to
transition into either LRIP or full-rate production. DT&E in EMD is conducted with
prototype hardware and is characterized by the use of engineering and scientific
approaches under controlled conditions to provide quantitative and qualitative data for
use in the system's evaluation. Technical performance is measured with respect to both
operational effectiveness and suitability factors that include reliability, availability,
maintainability, compatibility, interoperability, safety, and supportability. The
implementing command must certify that the EW system is ready for IOT&E.

5.0.2.2.2 Operational Test and Evaluation. The primary purpose of EMD
OT&E is to support a full-rate production decision at Milestone HI. An OA may be
required to support LRIP of the system. After the implementing command certifies that
the system is ready for OT&E, the OTA conducts IOT&E on a representative
production system to evaluate operational effectiveness and suitability tests and to
ensure that the system meets its minimum operational thresholds. IOT&E also
addresses logistics and software support requirements, identifies deficiencies or the
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need for mns, and provides information to refine training, tactics,
countermeasure techniques, and doctrine.

5.1 STEP ONE. Identification of T&E Infomation Required By Decision
Makers from T&E. The main objective of the Process in EMD is to ensure that the
defined and selected operational effectiveness and suitability performance parameters,
along with design, specification, and production charac, are still valid for the
EW SUT.

5.1.1 As a minimunm. T&E addresses the (generic) questions as depicted in
Figure 13 and, more specifically
as listed below as they might ft' B - 5ing & MWfl rtg DeveIltomw

relate to each EW PP: Fa each prediadmamnp e (m,).

(1) For ET&,. whu are the capabies and limions of each PP bein

(1) For DT&E, what devefoped? w•aum ft confidience level in dat daea/ameu n
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the PPs suitable and (7)3Doe~••ft TB retied dfe cag.m ink(5) and (6)? Hu. i been apoved?

effective in satisfying () mld A m be a etue IV. Mwa are de w h PhaeD! TAM S

the mission need? -'exit_-_
What is the
confidence level of
this assessment? Are Figure 13. Phase II T&E Questions

the PPs "user
friendly", i.e., are typical users exposed to the SUT and their reactions to
system operations considered?

(3) Have key performance objectives/thresholds been validated versus
advanced threats? Are the simulated threats sufficiently representative both
in numbers and capability?

(4) Are the PPs feasible? Do they satisfy the need? Is one preferred? Is the
design stable and producible?
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(5) Have requirements changes been inorporated ino the APB, ORD, and
contract specifications?

(6) Have specification changes been reflected back into the requirements
and incorporated into the APB and ORD?

(7) Does the TEMP reflect the changes in (5) and (6)? Has it been
approved?

(8) Should there be a MS TV, what are the recomnmened Phase MI T&E
"exit criteria"?

5.2 STEP TWO. Pre-test Analysis is conducted, as required. to analyze test trial
conditions or establish expected outcomes before progressing through an orderly test
process beginning with system integration laboratory (SIL) T&E and ending with
field/open-air range testing. Evaluation actions in this Phase are continuous and begin
with the Pre-test analysis. Computer aided simulation analysis may be used to assess
the expected performance of the EW system under various test conditions and to
complete any remaining pretest planning factors. In addition, the DSM, if used, is
updated to support future evaluation of engineering change proposals (ECPs) and
modifications.

5.3 STEP THREE. Test Activity and Data Management. EMD T&E is
conducted to determine whether the EW system meets all critical operational
requirements when it is produced in a cost effective manner. It is significant that the
manufacturing and production process is validated at this point, and it represents a final
opportunity for modifications to be made to the system design before the EW system
enters final production. T&E conducted is commensurate with the capabilities required
for that event. In the EMD Phase the following are considered.

Historical Test Data. During EMD, historical data searches can fulffll several
functions: 1) Historical data may obviate the need for certain tests, 2) It may identify
previously unsuccessful designs and either suggest improvements or steer the program
clear of pitfalls, and 3) It may suggest or provide answers to questions raised when
actual performance of the current SUT does not meet expectations.

Component Measurement Test events at this stage are much more likely and
useful. With the EW system installed on projected host platforms, valid measurements
can be made which confirm design capabilities, identify design deficiencies, and
determine employment options. Measurement testing should establish values for
technical performance parameters for installed antenna patterns, platform signatures,
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direction finding, component reliability under various field tests, and decoy
trajectories.

Integ•ztinn Ten., Similar to DEMIVAL testing, the EMD testing may begin in
a test-fix-test sequence. An electromagneic environment generator can be used to
support this testing by stimulating components of the engineering prototype to evaluate
performance and compliance with technical requirems. This testing should confirm
that performance thresholds capable of being tested in the integration laboratory have
been achieved and correct any identified hardware and software problems. Once the
compoWnets of the SUT have been tested and evaluated they can be prepared for more
rigorous evaluation.

Hardware-In-The-Loop (Ha=TL Tests. The production prototype components are
usually tested in Government HITL test facilities before the system is installed in a
testbed for field/open-air testing. This ground testing should focus on confirming that
identified problems have been fixed, that performance thresholdscan be achieved, and
on optimizing countermeasure techniques versus HITL threat simulators. Because a
complete EW system is available for this testing (instead of just critical components as
in DEM/VAL testing), this is the first opportunity to conduct integrated system
effectiveness tests. Specific tests to be conducted depend on the functions included in
the system. Some examples are:

a. Testing the capability of radio frequency (RF) warning receivers to
process a high-density signal environment.

b. Optimizing RF countermeasures versus manned hybrid threat
simulators and demonstrating achieved effectiveness in terms of tracking errors and
missile miss distances.

c. Determining the effectiveness of RF countermeasures versus early
warning/OCI radars and communication links.

In.ailed System Tests are normally the first opportunity to evaluate system
operation on a weapon system platform. They are conducted to evaluate the integrated
performance of EW subsystems as part of a weapon system platform. A prime purpose
is to test the electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) of the EW SUT with other systems
on the host platform. Some examples are:

a. Stimulate the EW system with mission representative threat signal
environment and verify correct display when communication, navigation, and
identification avionics systems are transmitting.
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b. Confirm that RF receivers can detect and identify threats in specified

times while blanked for jammer transmissions.

c. Measure jammer duty cycle to ensure it meets specifications.

Fic1d/Lnen-Air Tests present the first opportunity to measure selected
performance parameters of the EW system in the actual operating environmen of its
host weapon system platform. They provide the means to calibrate the other classes of
events (i.e., digital simulations, system integration, HITL, installed system tests) and
to validate the expected outcomes and the measured outcomes thereby establishing an
acceptable confidence factor. Right testing normally begins with one-on-one scenarios
and progresses to multiple threat system scenarios constructed to be as operationally
realistic as possible, using available threat simulator resources, ranges, and range
instrumentation. Some examples of EMD open-air range testing are:

a. Conduct pod stores release certification tests for pod-mounted
systems.

b. Confirm that threat signals are detected at specified ranges and
correctly identified.

c. Determine if countermeasures degradation of threat performance
parameters meets required thresholds.

For IOT&E, field/open-air testing is indispensable for evaluating operational
effectiveness and suitability because it provides the final basis for comparison of
previously collected data and a point of departure for additional simulation, analysis,
and evaluation.

SimultnL/ timolizn Events. As in the DEM/VAL Phase, modeling and
simulation should be used in EMD in lieu of actual testing where feasible to fill data
voids. Computer simulations should be run to support pre-test analysis in order to
structure new test trials and update the values expected for system performance and
technical performance parameters. The use of models like AASPEM and
SUPPRESSOR, or similar models, during this phase should be considered. Both
AASPEM and SUPPRESSOR are appropriate for assessing operational performance.

Data Managcment. Data (e.g., antenna patterns, time responses, tracking,
telemetry, firing events, operator logs) measured in various test facilities must be
processed into a form suitable for analysis. The actual data may be understandable
only to the analyst. This is particularly true during the early forms of testing when
DSMs may be used more than the actual hardware. In this step, the data are turned into
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meaningful information which can be understood by the average person who has some
familiarity with the system and the test requirments. Test managers must work closely
with the test force and test range/facility personnel to determine what data are collected
and the required reporting formats for the data. Once processed, time correlated
measurement values can be used to conduct a post-test assessment of the results.

5.4 STEP FOUR. Post-test Synthesis and Evaluation. As higher-confidence test
data from the EW PP become available, post-test synthesis and evaluation focuses on
establishing demonst-ated values for key system perfmance parametrs and critical
technical pertrmance parameters. At this point, test data permits a more i
statistical assessment of actual system performance. Test data from IOT&E related
activities are analyzed to determine system operational effectiveness and suitability.
This aids in establishing confidence levels for the values and in the development of
algorithms for future applications. Any developed simulation or model must, with the
use of this analysis, be updated. Coupling the measured outcomes of testing with those
expected from simulations and models provides an opportunity to revalidate the
simulations and models and update their parameters to improve the model's accuracy.
Models can be used to evaluate the test data in terms of military needs and operational
requirements. Feedback to the decision makers with information needed to assess the
system's military worth and program viability is key to the process. The results of
T&E in terms of assessments must be provided to the PM, PEO, MDAs, and other
offices as required. This is accomplished through DT and OT final reports and
briefings. This reporting enables the DoD EW T&E Process to provide analyzed and
correlated data in understandable terms for a valid program assessment. In addition to
the final reports, the feedback loop also includes archiving other relevant measured
data and outcomes along with the test reports to facilitate the maintenance of a
thorough history (audit trail) of the program. This archiving process also includes
updating the SMM by indicating the measured outcomes resulting from testing the EW
production prototype.

5.5 STEP FIVE. Decision Maker Weighs T&E Information Against Other
Program Information to decide a proper course of action. When associated with an
acquisition milestone, this decision is announced in an ADM which outlines the future
course of action for the program and the SUT. Additionally, each milestone decision
contains the "exit criteria" for the next Phase/Milestone.

5.5.1 Milestone mI Decision Points. T&E results will be reported by the
responsible test organization. The DT&E report compares assessed values of critical
system performance parameters with threshold levels specified in the Phase II
Acquisition Program Baseline (i.e., RCM and SMM). It also assesses the readiness of
the system for IOT&E and production. The OTA prepares final IOT&E reports that are
timely, factual, concise, complete, accurate, and objective. The final report assesses the
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adequacy of conducted OT&E, and whether the test and evaluation remlts confirm that
items or components tested are operationally effective and suitable for use in combat by
typical military users.

5.5.2 The Prduction B 'sline documents the final performa-ce thresholds and
objectives, as well as costs and schedules, for the Production and Deployment Phase of
the program. At Milestone M, performance thresholds in the system development
product specifcaon should be traceable to the petform ce thresholds and objectives
documented in the Production Baseline. These values are approved by the MDA at
Milestone MI.

5.5.3 DacunmgtatJo. Listed below is the program docmntation required by
DoD Instruction 5000.2 that should be reviewed prior to this Phase and should contain
the latest updates: 1) The STAR is updated with emphasis on changed and/or updated
critical intelligence parameters that may be generated as new requirements, 2) The
ORD, after MS II, should be modified only as a result of changes in the MNS or cost-
schedule-performance trade-offs during Phase II. Key parameters from the ORD are
included in the Production Baseline at MS IlI. The T&E managers are immediately
notified of any changes to ensure that system T&E can be administered without delay
and that the required T&E strategy still enables the SUT to render the acceptable
degree of performance validity, 3) The IPS is updated to describe program changes
since MS H1 and how the exit criteria in the MS II ADM were satisfied. It will also
address risk reduction efforts, any proposed preplanned product improvement (P31)
recommendations, program cost estimates and assessments, and the proposed
acquisition strategy for the remainder of the program, 4) The TEMP is updated, as
required, and updates reflect testing completed and demoustated values attained to
date. The SMM and RCM are updated and emphasis is placed on completion of
DT&E, its certification, and progress towards IOT&EIFOT&E. 5) At MS IH, a COEA
is not required unless conditions have changed sufficiently so that previous cost
effectiveness determinations are no longer valid. MS IH analyses often only provide
updated estimates of life cycle costs. If a change is of sdfficient magnitude to cause the
DAB to revisit its MS H decision, the full MS 11 COEA is updated. The T&E concern
here is changes to requirements which affect T&E events and actions, 6) OT&E
Report. This additional document is required by law to be submitted to the Secretary of
Defense and Congress for major acquisition programs. This is a DOT&E action.
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6. SYSTEMS T&E DURING PHASE M - PRODUCTION AND DEPLOYMENT
(P&D)

6.0.1 Mile-tane M-rondun Azxv, l. The MS HI decision determines
whether to enter production and deploy the EW systems under development.

6.0.2 EW SX=mn T&E in Phan- M - P&).

6.0.2.1 p 1_ T13 main objective of the P&D phase is to
ensure that an efficient and stable production process is established with an adequa
tnical support base, and to ensure that the user is sausfied that the intemded EW
mission need has been met. Other objectives are to conduct follow-on operational and
production verification testing to confirm and monitor perubrmmnce and quality and to
verify the correction of deficiencies. If, during production, a requirement for a major
modification is identified, an additional milestone, Milestone IV, may be required. It
will be scheduled to review and approve any proposed modifications to the acquisition
strategy, the program plan, and APB (concept, dev elopmen or production) and
establish the exit criteria that must be met. If the system is no longer in production, the
need for an upgrade must be established through a new MNS.

6.0.2.2 1 m. The objectives of T&E in P&D are to demonstrate
an operational capability of the production EW system that satisfies the mission need
and to identify additional follow-on operational test and evaluation (FOT&E) that may
include follow-on operational and production verification testing in accordance with the
TEMP.

6.0.2.2.1 Devel is conducted to confirm that
specifications are being met on the production version of the system and to evaluate
any product improvement changes, such as those resulting from ECPs, changes in the
threat, effort to reduce system life cycle costs, or efforts to improve system reliability,
maintainability, and availability. This is normally accomplished through a limited
number of ground and flight tests. If no changes are made on the initial production
systems, there should not be many additional DT&E requirements.

6.0.2.2.2 Qnrtirnal TF conducted on the production version of the
system is usually termed FOT&E. FOT&E evaluates operational effectiveness and
suitability, examines modifications or changes, and determines whether the EW system
meets operational and logistic support needs in changing operational environments. It is
also used 1) to refine estimates of operational effectiveness and suitability made during
IOT&E, 2) to evaluate changes made to correct deficiencies found in prior T&E, and
3) to identify potential additional deficiencies. FOT&E is conducted throughout the
remainder of the system's life and further evaluates the system's operational
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effectiveness and suitability to update training, tactics, techniques, and doctrine and to
identify potential deficiencies or the need for modifications.

6.1 STEP ONE. Identflcatim of T&E Informatmo Required By Decision
Makers from T&E. T1U main objective in this phase is to refln those EW system
concept(s), operational effectvens and suitability performance p met, along with
design, specification, and production parameters that must be tested to ensure that
potential deficiencis and recognized modifications can be corrected or applied to the
system. The SMM and RCM are updated with any applicable changes to thresholds and
objectives of critical perfon parameters that must be accomplished during Phase
M.

6.1.1 As a
minimum, T&E addresses U.,. £ Dh.

the (generic) questions as i--,*.Asy,

depicted in Figure 14 and, (,) atVD.,Lwfmntdepde ',mi.a damnd cqmbiNa ium•mu

more specifically, as K we don u.bidw ad hakarm .of.,d-b- m ma ,,nsAmw

listed below as they might (2r)o .W .I. -do syr ma. 10 bemmOP W iM , ad 8940d
qUNW-1 u%= Do pIm-I o lolasrm -- uppw. - Urn -w rnrndu and

relate to each EW system: II.I,-,,..w
(3) HaR pInms I - -Wf admoi bum valkad Doe

(1) For -s, a,, m. -d u I . W.Ih. smv bi.

DT&E, what (4) b dI •,11 .. a

ar(e) te MSilM a Mnil IV be dUissm am" Milhom Ii. who awe IRM.O IiI T'e lk

deployed aw mr 
..

system's
capabilities and Figure 14. Phase M T&E Questions
limitations? What are
the capabilities and limitations of modifications and upgrades?

(2) For OT&E, does the EW system continue to be operationally suitable
and effective in operational use? Do proposed modifications and upgrades
ne the suitability and effectiveness of the system?

(3) Have performance objectives and thresholds against advanced threats
been validated? Does the system meet these performance objectives and
thresholds?

(4) Is the TEMP current?

(5) Should a MS IV be directed after MS III and, if so, what are the Phase
IV T&E "exit criteria"?
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6.2 STEP TWO. Pre-test Analysis. Any changes in the hardware and software at
this point in a program often require additional testing to verify and validate. As
before, the process begins with pre-test analysis to evaluate changes to the baseline
necessary either to correct noted deficiencies or to modify the system in response to
threat changes. The data produced by this analysis are used to establish higher
confidence expected values. The results continue to be used to support program
decisions, and the DSM is updated to reflect any changes in demonstrated performance.

6.3 STEP THREEL Test Activity and Data Manguemut. Testing develops the
data to assess an operational capability for the production system that satisfies the
mission need and identifies any additional required FOT&E. In the P&D Phase, the
following are considered.

lHistorica l Test Data. During P&D, the use of historical data is critical. Archiving
system data in historical files allows evaluation of the nature of an observed deficiency.
If it is observed only at a single location, the problem is probably not systemic and the
search for solutions should first explore possible causes at that location. If the problem
is widespread, a thorough review of the nuances of the deficiency may point more
clearly to the source of the problem and may suggest or even dictate the solution or
may prevent returning to a previous design that was earlier proven unacceptable.

Cononent Measurement Tests. Changes in the system's antennas, in antenna
locations on platform(s), or in the host platform signature, require additional static
measurements. Measurements are also conducted during field tests to obtain dynamic
signature and antenna pattern parameters.

Intea-ation Tests. The amount of SIL testing necessary in this phase depends on
the number, extent, and complexity of changes to the system.

Hardware-ln-The-Loop (T=1TL Tests. If modifications are made to the system
prior to or during production, additional HITL testing may be required. Changes to
countermeasure-response functions, in particular, usually require additional HITL
testing to verify that the proposed responses are effective.

Installed System Tests. Installed system testing continues during the P&D Phase
to evaluate the installed system's interfaces and interoperability with other platform
systems. The actual configuration of the system to be deployed is tested in installed
system tests before testing on open-air ranges. This procedure helps in identifying
problems, saves test hours, and produces more usable test runs.

Field/Onen Air Tests. Open air range testing is often necessary to determine if
the production configurations of the system satisfy user requirements. This testing may
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include new threat simulators that are more representative of the actual threat and may
employ expanded test scenarios as more test assets become available. These tests
should confirm whether system performanre r established in previous
phases have been achieved.

SimulatirnwSzimulatinn Events. As in the EMD Phase, modeling and simulation
should be used in P&D in lieu of actual testing where feasible to fill data voids. When
new test scenarios are developed to respond to changes in reqirement, computer
simulations should be used to design new test trials and estimate test results.

DAtM Managem Data are processed into meaningful information that can be
understood by a person wha has some ftmiliarity with the system and the test
requirements. Once processed, time correlated measurement values can be used to
conduct a post-test assessment of the results.

6.4 STEP FOUR. Post-test Synthesis and Evaluation. As higher quality test data
from production systems become available, post-test synthesis and evaluation focuses
on establishing demonstrated values for key system performance parameters and critical
technical performance parameters. At this point, test data permit a more precise
statistical analysis of achieved system performance and effectiveness and establishes
confidence levels for performance parameter values.

The data provided as feedback are presented in the form of assessments that aid the
decision makers in reaching their decisions on the progress of the SUT. Full rate
production of the system is achieved during the P&D Phase. Before full-rate production
is initiated, however, open ECPs should be evaluated and resolved. ECPs may also be
generated due to changes in threat and cost projections, or to achieve reliability and
maintainability growth goals. Full-Rate Production incorporates the changes generated
by approved ECPs during the EMD Phase. These changes are installed on new host
platforms to establish the initial deployment of the EW system. Frequently, a number
of the full-rate production systems are used as test items for DT&E and FOT&E.

6.5 STEP FIVE. Decision Maker Weighs T&E Information Against Other
Program Information. The output of this step is an informed decision on the proper
course of action to be taken at this point predicated upon the information received by
the decision maker from the application of the Process to date.

6.5.1 Milestone IV Decision Points. Reports from DT&E activity and a full
report of OT&E results are prepared and presented at the conclusion of T&E events
and/or actions. These reports support program decisions and, if applicable, the MS IV
review. During the P&D Phase, on-going mission area analyses may identify threat
changes, or follow-on operational testing may identify system deficiencies, that require
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modifications to the system. Modifications could also result from changes in defense
planning guidance or from opportunities to reduce ownership costs. If this is the case
and the system is still in production, an MS IV review may be required to ensure that
reasonable alternatives have been thoroughly examined prior to commitment to a major
modification program.

At an MS IV review, the MDA confirms that: 1) the threat assessment and
performance objectives and thresholds for the modification have been validated, 2) field
experience and results support the need for such a program, 3) a reasonable assurance
exists that the technologies and processes critical to success have been identified and
are attainable in the context of the acquisition strategy or phase being proposed, and 4)
the program is affordable and resources are available to support the program.

The ADM resulting from an MS IV review to approve a permanent modification
program has to: 1) define the phase of the acquisition process the program is approved
to enter; 2) approve the proposed or modified acquisition strategy and baseline for the
program (e.g., concept, development or production); and, 3) establish program-specific
exit criteria that must be accomplished.

6.5.2 D•culmntaliti. Each document is to be updated as follows in accordance
with results from EMD testing performed to-date: 1) The STAR is updated, if required,
at MS IV; 2) The ORD is modified only as a result of changes in the MNS; 3) IPS, at
MS IV, describes the need to pursue proposals for major upgrades or modifications to
systems that are still in production and to document the ability of the upgrade to satisfy
the need; 4) The TEMP is updated at MS IV reflecting significant program or test plan
changes. The SMM and RCM are updated along with results of testing completed; 5)
The COEA is updated with an analysis reflecting costs and consequences of all
alternatives.
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7. EW SYSTEMS T&E DURING PHASE IV - OPERATIONS AND SUPPORT
(O&S)

7.0.1 Phae 0 on- The O&S Phase overlaps the Production and
Deployment Phase and begins at the time of Initial Operational Capability (IOC) and
continues until the EW system is retired.

7.0.2 •&F..•_zi&S. The objective of T&E in this Phase is to enoure that the EW
system continues to meet the user's mission requiremet and to identify any
deficiencies or modifications needed to improve the performance of the system. The
O&S Phase may require testing to confirm system performance and operational
effectiveness, and to reproduce problems that may require re-examination.

7.0.2.1 Develontmal Test and Evaluation. DT&E conducted within this
phase, if necessary, is performed to identify engineering design or technical
shortcomings or deficiencies that need to be corrected.

7.0.2.2 Qnrational Tet and Evalation. OT&E is conducted to ensure
successful attainment of user operational needs, to develop and evaluate tactics, and to
verify system performance after software changes, or the application of ECPs, or
changes in the threat. FOT&E may be conducted to confirm the performance
improvement and evaluate the system's operational effectiveness.

7.0.3 Application of T&. Process in O&S. The EW System T&E process is used
to plan, conduct, and report T&E results to answer die decision makers. The main
objective of the Process in this phase is to determine whether a system needs to revert
to an earlier Acquisition Phase. If only an upgrade is required, then the upgrade is
nmade on the system and, once again, expected outcomes are obtained using the most
current models and simulation systems, the test scenario is structured, and testing
occurs. Depending on the extensiveness of the modification or change, all test types
previously discussed herein are considered.

7.0.4 R are held as required. As modifications are recommended by the

user (based on operational results and/or field use), the PM/PEO oversees the T&E

community's participation in meetings and reviews to ensure that all involved
community member agencies are adequately represented and that noted deficiencies and
recommended improvements are corrected or modified accordingly.

7.0.5 Acquisition Program Baseline (APB). The APB establishes performance
thresholds and objectives to reflect the new EW system configuration. In addition, any
characteristics that change as a result of the modification(s) are reflected in the
applicable documentation (ORD, TEMP, COEA, SMM, RCM, and IPS, as before).
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7.1 Milestone IV-Major Modification Approval. The MS IV decision determines
if a major modification of the system is warranted. If so, the DoD Acquisition Phase to
reenter is designated in the ADM.

7.2 Phase IV-Operations and Support.

7.2.1 This phase identifies if the fielded EW system is meeting the users
needs and if any shortcomings and deficiencies need to be corrected to improve
performance.

7.2.2 As a minimum, T&E in the O&S Phase addresses the (generic)
questions as depicted
in Figure 15 and, m,• e ,s ,o
more specifically, as
listed below as they For the seleayWtea.

might relate to each (1) Fr DT&L what are doe deoyed symt's demonrad capabdihhes ard 1ittios• ?
WsAt are thecapabilities sad limittanas of modificadiow a upgrades?EW system:
(2) FP OT&E. does the system contins to be e•petiwa.My mailable and effective in

oeraUonma use? Ylo ,ropIe aaxoftcauao and upgpdn inceas e suitabiity and
(1) efe 1m of di. s•y- ?

For DT&E, what am e pefannme jjjeolg vam advanod thests been val.dated? Does

the deployed system's e system methdmse efa=au obiwiveshhtsbdwi

capabilities and (4) I dw M

limitations? What a (5) Shod a Milestone IV be directed after Milestoe M1. what are the Phase La T&E *exit

the ca';abilities and Criterbar
limitations of imodifications of Figure 15. Phase IV T&E Questions

upgrades?

(2) For OT&E, does the system continue to be operationally suitable
and effective in operational usc? Do proposed modifications and upgrades increase the
suitability and effectiveness of the system?

(3) Have performance objectives and thresholds versus advanced threats
been validated? Does the system meet these performance objectives and thresholds?

(4) Is the TEMP current?

(5) Should a new Milestone 0 be directed at this point and what are the
new Phase 0 T&E "exit criteria"?
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7.3 EW T&E Process Applied to Modlflcations/Upgrades.

7.3;1 d This section describes program modifications and/or
upgrades and how the EW System T&E Process may be applied to each type
modification and/or upgrade (as defined in DoDI 5000.2) of the existing EW System.

7.3.2 Modifiegions/Maior Mdifcltian/TJpgmdcl.

7.3.2.1 A a refers to changes to a system (whether for safety, to
correct a deficiency, or to improve program performance) that is still being produced.

7.3.2.2 A maior modification is defined as a modification that meets the
criteria of acquisition category (ACAT) I or 11 or is designated as such by the milestone
reviewing authority. A major modification is necessitated by: 1) a change in the threat
or Defense Planning Guidance, 2) a deficiency identified during follow-on operational
testing, or 3) operational training and support, or an opportunity to reduce the cost of
system ownership. Within the context of this EW T&E process, the need for a major
modification would dictate that the system reenter the acquisition process at Phase 0
and restart with the definition of requirements tw begin a new conceptual design.

7.3.2.3 An upgg& is a change to a system (whether for safety, to correct a
deficiency, or to improve program performance) to a system that is out of production.
Upgrades are part of the Milestone 0 decision process.

7.3.3 T&E in Modifications or U~pgmad=. Test and Evaluation associated with

modifications or upgrades is consistent with the previously discussed purpose for T&E,
that is, to provide T&E information for decision makers. In keeping with this concept,
T&E is performed: 1) to ensure that the fielded EW system continues to provide the
capabilities required to meet the mission need, and 2) to identify shortcomings or
deficiencies that must be corrected to improve performance.

OT&E is also conducted to develop and evaluate tactics and verify system
performance after software changes. The OTA may be required to conduct testing
depending on the stage of development and the risks involved. The OT&E objectives
for an EW system major modification are essentially the same as for an EW system on
its first pass through the acquisition process. An OT&E is usually conducted to support
a production decision for the modification.

7.3.4 FW System T&E Process Anplication. The DoD EW System T&E

Process is easily tailored to fit modifications or upgrades. Depending on the type of
modification, whether a major modification involving a system reentering Phase 0, or
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an upgrade whereby the system simply requires additional testing to prove its ability to
meet mission capabilities, the process is sufficiently flexible to accommodate the
system's needs. The T&E process allows the PM to modify, as necessary, the amount
and type of testing necessary to obtain required critical data on the system. If the
system has met acceptable levels of perfor at the appropriate phase of testing,
then it will proceed to the next phase of testing. If the system has failed to achieve the
established performance criteria, then the system will be reexamined from the
standpoint of: 1) the appropriateness of the established performance criteria, 2) the
accuracy to which the performance was estimated, 3) the ability of the system to
achieve the mission need, and 4) the cost effectiveness of the modification or upgrade.

The MDA makes a decision based upon the ability of the system to achieve
critical performance parameters and to proceed to the next step within the acquisition
process, or the MDA may terminate the modification program based upon one of the
reasons above.

7.3.5 RCxiews are held as directed by the MDA. If a COEA is required, the
MDA specifies the elements requiring further analysis. As part of the program review,
alternatives to the modification must be considered. This confirms that all performance
objectives have been met and any new threat assessment has been validated.

7.3.6 Documentatin is updated in accordance with DoD 5000 series for any
system undergoing modification or upgrade. The COEA is updated to ensure that the
system still presents a cost effective solution in meeting the needs of the user. The
TEMP is updated to ensure that the proposed modifications or upgrades occur in
logical progression and that there is an integrated approach to testing these
modifications. And, finally, the STAR is updated to ensure that the modified system
still has the potential of engaging and defeating current, validated threats and that
future modifications take such threats into consideration.
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S. SUMMARY

The DoD T&E Process for Electronic Warfare Systems is a disciplined and
consistent process designed to provide T&E information to the decision makers. This
information, when applied with other program information, enables the appropriate
decision making elements to arrive at concrete decisions regarding system maturation.

"This Process, comprised of five steps, is iterative and assesses military worth in
terms of the system contribution in meeting military needs. T7e T&E methodology
provides for consistent testing of EW systems, provides for co-mpreensive T&E of
performance objectives and thresholds using sophisticated testing resources, results in
an accurate documentation of test result data, and calls for timely analysis to be
forwarded to decision makers in the form of DT&E and OT&E assessments. Consistent
and accurate information provided to decision makers is necessary to achieve timely
system development which satisfies user needs.

This T&E Process may be applied to the acquisition of an EW system in all DoD
Components. It is consistent with the DoD Acquisition Process and appropriately
defined within DoD 5000 series documentation. It is expressly intended to assist
acquisition executives, program managers, program test coordinators, test organization
personnel, and others involved in the management of T&E of new, or highly modified,
EW systems.
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APPENDIX A

ABBREVIATIONS AND ACRONYMS

AARM Anti-Air Anti-radiation Missile

AASPEM Advanced Air-to-air System Perfomance Model

ACAT Acquisition Category

ADM Acquisition Decision Memorandum

ALARM Advanced Low Altitude Radar Model

APB Acquisition Program Baseline

ATD Advanced Technology Demo on

CE&D Concept Exploration & Definition

CJCS Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff

COEA Cost and Operational Effectiveness Analysis

COI Critical Operational Issue

CT? Critical Technical Parameter

C2W Command & Control Warfare

DECM Deceptive Electronic Countermeasures

DEM(VAL Demonstration & Validation (Phase)

DIA Defense Intelligence Agency

DoD Department of Defense

DoDD DoD Directive

DoDI DoD Instruction

DSM Digital System Model
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DSMC Deftmse Systems Management College

DT&E Development Test and Evaluation

EA Electronic tack

ECCM Electronic Coumt Coummaur

"ECM Elecrnic Coumeasre

EMD E e a .M aI Development

EOA Early Operational Assessment

EP Electronic Protection

ERP Effective Radiated Power

ES Electronic Support

EW Electronic Warfare

FOT&E Follow-on Operational T&E

HARM High-speed Anti-Radiation Missile

HITL Hardware-in-the-loop

oC Initial Operational Capability

IPS Integrated Program Summary

IR Infra-red

IRCM Infra-red Countermeasures

JCS Joint Chiefs of Staff

JC2WC Joint Command and Control Warfare Center (formerly JEWC)

JEWC Joint Electronic Warfare Center

J-MASS Joint Modeling and Simulation System
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MDA Milestone Decision Authority

MNS Mission Need Statement

MOE Measument of Effectivenes

MOP Measure of Performance, Menorandum of Policy

MS Milestone

MTI Moving Target Iniicaor

OPSEC Operational Security

ORD Operational Requirements Document

OSD Office of the Secretary of Defense

OTA Operational Test Agency

OT&E Operational T&E

PDA Program Decision Authority

PEO Program Executive Officer

PM Program Manager

Pp Production Prototype

PSYOP Psychological Operations

P31 Preplanned Product Improvement

RAM Reliability, Availability, and Maintainability

RCM Requirements Correlation Matrix

RCS Radar Cross Section

RDA Research, Development, and Acquisition

SAM Surface-to-Air Missile
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SEAD Sps of Enemy Air Dafma

S1L System Insegmtion Libraoy

SMM System Matity Matrix

STAR System Thrat Assessment Repor

SUT System Under Tea

TEMP T&E Mase Plan

TST Tactical SIGINT Technology

USD(A&T) Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition and Teclmology

WARM Wartime Reserve Modes
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APPENDIX B

DEFINi-IONS

ACQUISITION CATEGORY (ACAT) Categories established for acquisition
programs to failitaM decentraIlized decision nasking and executio and compuliance with
statutorily imposed requiremmU. The categories deftenine the level of review,
decision authority, and applicable procedures. (DoD! 5000.2)

a. ACAT I. Has been designated by the Under Secretary of Defeme
(Acquisition and Technology) as an ACAT I program or has an eventual RDT&E
expenditure of more than $200 million and a procu expenditure of more than $1
billion in 1980 constant dollars.

b. ACAT IL. Has been designated by the DoD head component as an ACAT II
program. Has an eventual RD&E expenditure of more than $75 million and a
procuremen expenditure of $300 Million in 1980 constant dollars.

c. ACAT M. Programs not meeting the criteria for ACAT I or II that have
been designated Category 11 by the DoD Component Acquisition Executive.

d. ACAT IV. Other acquisition programs for which the milestone decision
authority should be delegated to a level below that required for ACAT IMI.

ACQUISITION PROCESS The basis for comprehensive management and the
progressive decision making associated with program maturation. The acquisition
process consists of five major milestone decision points and five phases (Concept
Exploration and Definition, Demonstration and Validation, Engineering and
Manufacturing Development, Production and Deployment, and Operations and
Support). (DoDI 5000.2)

ACQUISITION DECISION MEMORANDUM (ADM) A memorandum signed by
the milestone decision authority that documents decisions made and the exit criteria
established as the result of a milestone decision review or in-process review. (DoDI
5000.2)

ACQUISITION PLAN A formal written document reflecting the specific actions
necessary to execute the approach established in the approved acquisition strategy and
guiding contractual implementation. (FAR Subpart 7.1)
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ACQUISITION PROGRAM A directed, funded effort that is designed to provide a
new or improved materiel capability in response to a validated need. (DoDD 5000. 1)

ACQUISITION PROGRAM BASELINE (APB) A document required for all
acquisition categories that embodies the cost, schedule, and performance objectives for
the program. (DoDI 5=00.2)

ACQUISITION STRATEGY The master plan for program execution from program
"initiation through post-production support. It is to be developed in sufficient detail to
establish the managerial approach that will be used to direct and control all elements of
the acquisition to achieve program objectives. (DoDI 5000.2)

ANTI-RADIATION MISSILE A missile which homes passively on a radiation
source. (CJCS MOP 6)

AVAILABILITY A measure of the degree to which an item is in the operable and
committable state at the start of a mission when the mission is called for at an unknown
(random) time. (DoDI 5000.2)

AVIONICS Electrical and electronic systems and devices used in aviation, missilery,
and astronautics. (Commonly used military jargon that is a contraction of axiation
electrnLW (EW T&E Task Force)

BRASSBOARD CONFIGURATION An experimental device (or group of devices)
used to determine feasibility and to develop technical and operational data. It normally
is a model sufficiently hardened for use outside of laboratory environments to
demonstrate the technical and operational principles of immediate interest. It may
resemble the end item, but is not intended for use as the end item. (EW T&E Task
Force)

BREADBOARD CONFIGURATION An experimental device (or group of devices)
used to determine feasibility and to develop technical data. It normally is configured
only for laboratory use to demonstrate the technical principles of immediate interest. It
may not resemble the end item and is not intended for use as the projected end item.
(EW T&E Task Force)

CLOSED LOOP A term used frequently in testing electronic systems to characterize
a situation in which both the SUT and a stimulating system (usually a threat system)
can mutually respond and interact, and the responses and/or behavior of both are
measured or recorded. (EW T&E Task Force)

COMMAND AND CONTROL (C2) The exercise of authority and direction by a
properly designated commander over assigned or attached forces in the accomplishment
of the mission. C2 functions are performed through an arrangement of personnel,
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equipment,cnnamicatons, computers, facilities, and procedures employed by a
commander in planning, directing, coordinating, and controlling forces and operations
in accomplishment of the mission. (Joint Pub 1-02)

COMMONALITY A quality which applies to materiel or systems: a. possessing like
and interchangeable chaact1er1stics enabling each to be utilized, or operated and
maintained, by personnel trained on the others without additional specialized training;
b. having interchangeable parts and/or components; or c. applying to consumable items
ie angeably equivalent without adjustment. (Joint Pub 1-02)

COMPATIBILITY The capability of two or more items or component of equipment
or material to exist or function in the same system or environent without mutal
interference. (Joint Pub 1-02)

CONCEPT A notion or statement of an idea, expressing how something might be
done or accomplished, that may lead to an accepted procedure. (Joint Pub 1-02)

CONCEPT BASELINE The baseline approved at Milestone I that contains broad
objectives and thresholds for key cost, schedule, and performance parameter. It is
submitted by the designated compone official through the MDA as a stand-alone part
of the MS I don. (DoDI 5000.2)

COST AND OPERATIONAL EFFECMIVENESS ANALYSIS (COEA) An analysis
of the estimated costs and operational effectiveness of alternative materiel systems to
meet a mission need and the associated program for acquiring each alternative. (DoDI
5000.2)

COST EFFECTIVENESS A measure of the operational capability added by a system
as a function of its life-cycle cost. (DoD! 5000.2)

CRITICAL DESIGN REVIEW (CDR) A review conducted to determine that the
detailed design satisfies the performance and engineering requirements of the
development specification; to establish the detailed design compatibility among the item
and other items of equipment, facilities, computer programs, and personnel; to assess
producibility and risk areas; and to review the preliminary product specifications.
Conducted during Phase 1, DEM/VAL (for prototypes) and Phase 1H, EMD. (DoDI
5000.2)

CRITICAL OPERATIONAL ISSUE (COT) A key operational effectiveness or
operational suitability issue that must be examined in operational test and evaluation to
determine the system's capability to perform its mission. A critical operational issue is
normally phrased as a question to be answered in evaluating a system's operational
effectiveness and/or operational suitability. (DoDI 5000.2)
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CRITICAL SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS Design features that determine how
well the proposed concept or system will function in its intended operational
environment. They include survivability; trasportability; energy efficiency; and
interoperability, standardization, and compatibility with other forces and systems
including support infrastructure. (DoD1 5000.2)

CRITICAL TECHNICAL PARAMETERS Design-specific system performance
and/or technical parameters characterizing system capabilities required to achieve key
performance threshold values. (DoDI 5000.2)

DESIGN The process of converting specifications into a visual or mathematical
representation of the system. (EW T&E Task Force)

DETECTION The perception of an object of possible military interest but
unconfirmed by recognition. (Joint Pub 1-02)

DEVELOPMENT BASELINE Baseline containing more detailed and refined
objectives and thresholds for key cost, schedules and performance parameters then the
concept baseline. It is submitted as a stand-alone part of the Milestone I1
documentation. (DoDI 5000.2)

DEVELOPMENT TEST AND EVALUATION (DT&E) Activity that is conducted
to demonstrate that the engineering design and development process is complete. It is
used to reduce risk, validate and qualify system design and to ensure that the end-
product is ready for operational test and evaluation. The DT&E is the responsibility of
the materiel developer. (DSMC)

DIRECTED ENERGY An umbrella term covering technologies that relate to the
production of a beam of concentrated electromagnetic energy or atomic or subatomic
particles. Also called DE. (CJCS MOP 6)

DIRECTED-ENERGY WEAPON A system using directed-energy primarily as a
direct means to damage or destroy enemy equipment, facilities, and personnel. (CJCS
MOP 6)

DoD COMPONENT ACQUISITION EXECUTIVE A single official within a DoD
Component who is responsible for all acquisition functions within that Component.
This includes S-rvice Acquisition Executives for the Military Departments and
Acquisition Executives in other DoD Components who have acquisition management
responsibilities. (DoDI 5000.2)

EARLY OPERATIONAL ASSESSMENT An operational assessment conducted
prior to, or in support of, Milestone II. (DoD 5000.2)
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ELECTROMAGNETIC COMPATIBILITY (EMC) The ability of systms
equipment, and devices that utili the eleomgneic spectrum to operate in their
intended operational environments without suffering unacceptable degradation or
causing unintnonal degadation because of electromagnetic radiation or response. It
involves the application of sound electromagnetic spectrum management; system,
equipment, and device design configuration that ensures interference-free operation;
and clear concepts and doctrines that maximize operational effectiveness. (CICS MOP
6)

ELECTROMAGNETIC DECEPT7ON The deliberate radiation, re-radiation,
alteration suppression, absorption, denial, enhan•ement, or reflection of
electromagnetic energy in a manner intended to convey misleading information to an
enemy or to enemy electromagnetic-dependent weapons thereby degrading or
neutralizing the enemy's combat capability. (CJCS MOP 6)

ELECTROMAGNETIC ENVIRONMENT (EME) The resulting product of the
power and time distribution, in various frequency ranges, of the radiated or conducted
electromagnetic emission levels that may be encountered by a military force, system, or
platform when performing its assigned mission in its intended operational environment.
(Joint Pub 1-02)

ELECTROMAGNETIC HARDENING Action taken to protect personnel, facilities,
and/or equipment by filtering, attenuating, grounding, bonding, and/or shielding
against undesirable effects of electromagnetic energy. (CICS MOP 6)

ELECTROMAGNETIC INTERFERENCE (EMI) Any electromagnetic disturbance
that interrupts, obstructs, or otherwise degrades or limits the effective performance of
electronics/electrical equipment. It can be induced intentionally, as in some forms of
electronic warfare, or unintentionally, as a result of spurious emissions and responses,
intermodulation products, and the like. (CJCS MOP 6)

ELECTROMAGNETIC JAMMING The deliberate radiation, re-radiation, or
reflection of electromagnetic energy for the purpose of preventing or reducing an
enemy's effective use of the electromagnetic spectrum, and with the intent of degrading
or neutralizing the enemy's combat capability. (CJCS MOP 6)

ELECTRONIC COUNTER-COUNTERMEASURES (ECCM) The division of
electronic warfare involving actions taken to ensure friendly effective use of the
electromagnetic spectrum despite the enemy's use of electronic warfare. (Joint Pub 1-
02)

ELECTRONIC COUNTERMEASURES (ECM) The division of electronic warfare
involving action taken to prevent or reduce the enemy's effective use of the
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electromagnetic spectrum. It includes electronic jamming and electronic deception.
(Joint Pub 1-02)

ELECTRONIC MASKING The controlled radiation of electromagnetic energy on
friendly frequencies in a manner to protect the emissions of friendly communications
and electronic systems against enemy ESM/SIGINT (electronic warfare support
measures/signals intelligence), without significantly degrading the operation of friendly
systems. (CJCS MOP 6)

ELECTRONIC WARFARE EXPENDABLES Nonrecoverable EW devices such as
chaff, flares, unmanned vehicles, decoys, and unattended jammers. (CJCS MOP 6)

ELECTRONICS INTELLIGENCE (ELINT) Technical and intelligence information
derived from foreign non-communications electromagnetic radiations emanating from
other than nuclear detonations or radioactive sources. (CJCS MOP 6)

EMISSION CONTROL (EMCON) The selective and controlled use of
electromagnetic, acoustic, or other emitters to optimize command and control
capabilities while minimizing, for operations security (OPSEC), detection by enemy
sensors; to minimize mutual interference among friendly systems; and/or to execute a
military deception plan. (CJCS MOP 6)

ENGINEERING CHANGE PROPOSAL (ECP) A formal document used to make
engineering changes in an existing contract. (DSMC)

ENGINEERING PROTOTYPE (EP) A development model of a unit that is close to
production. The term may apply to circuitry, a device (black box) or a system, and
may be in a breadboard (technical) configuration. (EW T&E Task Force)

EVALUATION The technical and/or operational study and investigations by a
developing and/or operational agency to determine the technical and/or operational
suitability and effectiveness of mrterial, equipment, or a system for use in the military
Services. (Joint Pub 1-02)

"EVALUATION CRITERIA Standards by which accomplishments of required
technical and operational effectiveness and/or suitability characteristics or resolution of
operational issues may be assessed. (DoD 5000.2)

EXIT CRITERIA Program specific accomplishments that must be satisfactorily
demonstrated before an effort or program can proceed further in the current acquisition
phase or transition to the next acquisition phase. Exit criteria may include such factors
as critical test issues, the attainment of projected growth curves and baseline
parameters. and the decision to proceed further. Exit criteria are specific to each
acquisition phase. (DoD 5000.2)
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FOLLOW ON OPERATIONAL TEST AND EVALUATION Test and evaluation
that is necessary during and after the production period to refine the estimates made
during operational test and evaluation, to evaluate changes, and to reevaluate the
system to ensure it continues to meet operational needs and retains its effectiveness in a
new environment or against a new threat (DoD 5000.2)

FULL RATE PRODUCTION Production of economic quantities following
stabilization of the system design and prove-out of the production process. (DoD
5000.2)

IDENTItFICATION The process of determining the friendly or hostile character of an
unknown detected contact. (Joint Pub 1-02)

IMITATIVE ELECTROMAGNETIC DECEPTION The introduction of
electromagnetic energy into enemy systems that imitates enemy emissions. (CJCS
MOP 6)

INITIAL OPERATIONAL CAPABILITY The first attainment of the capability to
employ effectively a weapon, item of equipment, or system of approved specific
characteristics, and which is manned or operated by a trained, equipped, and supported
military unit or force. (DoDI 5000.2)

INITIAL OPERATIONAL TEST AND EVALUATION (IOT&E) All operational
test and evaluation conducted on production or production representative articles, to
support the decision to proceed beyond low-rate initial production. It is conducted to
provide a valid estimate of expected system operational effectiveness and operational
suitability. (DoDI 5000.2)

INSTRUMENTATION The installation and use of electronic, gyroscopic, and other
instruments for the purpose of detecting, measuring, recording, telemetering,
processing, or analyzing different values or quantities as encountered in the flight of an
aircraft, missile, or spacecraft. Instrumentation applies to flight-borne, sea-borne, and
ground-based equipment. (AFM 11-1)

INTEGRATED PROGRAM SUMMARY (IPS) A DoD component document

prepared and submitted to the milestone decision authority in support of Milestone I-IV

reviews. It succinctly highlights the status of the program and its readiness to proceed
into the next phase of the acquisition process. (DoDI 5000.2)

INTEROPERABILITY The ability of systems, units, or forces to provide services to

or accept services from other systems, units, or forces and to use the services so

exchanged to operate effectively together. (DoDI 5000.2)
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JOINT REQUIREIENTS OVERSIGHT COUNCIL (JROC) The JROC is
responsible to the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff for assessing military
requirements in support of the defense acquisition process. The Vice Chairman of the
Joint Chiefs of Staff chai the Council and decides all matters before the Council. The
permanent members include the Vice Chiefs of the Army and Air Force, the Vice Chief
of Naval Operations, and the Assistant Commandant of the Marine Corps. The Council
directly support the Defense Acquisition Board through the review, validation, and
approval of military requirements at the start of the acquisition process, prior to each

"4r milestone review, or as requested by the Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition
and Technology. (DoDI 5000.2)

KEY PARAMETERS Those parameters that, if the thresholds are not met, the
milestone decision authority would require a reevaluation of alternative concepts or
design approaches. They are derived from the ORD and included as thresholds in
baseline documentation. (DoDI 5000.2)

LIFE-CYCLE COST The total cost to the Government of acquisition and ownership
of that system over its useful life. It includes the cost of development, acquisition,
support and, where applicable, disposal. (DoDI 5000.2)

LIVE FIRE TEST AND EVALUATION REPORT A report to be submitted by the
Secretary of Defense (or as delegated to the Under Secretary of Defense for A&T for
applicable (covered under the live fire test law) ACAT I programs or the Director,
Defense Research & Engineering, for applicable ACAT IU programs) to the
Committees on Armed Services and on Appropriations of the Senate and the House of
Representatives prior to a decision to proceed beyond low-rate initial production
(LRIP). It is also required for a covered product improvement program of any
acquisition category which is likely to significantly affect the survivability of a covered
major system or the lethality of a major munition or missile produced under an ACAT
I or II program. (DoDI 5000.2)

LIVE SIMULATION A component of simulation that involves operations with real
force or personnel and real equipment or test items in the air, on the ground, on or
below the sea, or in a test facility. (Defense Science Board)

LOGISTICS SUPPORTABILITY The degree to which planned logistics support
(including test, measurement, and diagnostic equipment; spares and repair parts:
technical data; support facilities; transportation requirements; training; manpower; and
software support) allow meeting system availability and wartime usage requirements.
(DoDI 5000.2)

LOW RATE INITIAL PRODUCTION (LRIP) The production of a system in
limited quantity to provide articles for OT&E, to establish an initial production base.
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and to permit an orderly increase in the production rate sufficient to lead to full-rate
production upon successful completion of operational testing. (DoD 5000.2)

MAINTAINABILITY The ability of an item to be retained in or restored to a
specified condition when maintenance is performed by personnel having specified skill
levels, using prescribed procedures and resources, at each prescribed level of
maintenance and repair. (DoDI 5000.2)

MAJOR MODIFICATION A modification that in and of itself meets the criteria of
acquisition category (ACAT) I or II or is designated as such by the milestone reviewing
authority. A major modification is necessitated by: 1) a change in the threat or Defense
Planning Guidance, 2) a deficiency identified during follow-on operational testing, or
3) operational training and support, or an opportunity to reduce the cost of system
ownership. Within the context of this EW T&E process, the need for a major
modification would dictate that the system reenter the acquisition process at Phase 0
and restart with the definition of requirements to begin a new conceptual design. (DoDI
5000.2)

MANIPULATIVE ELECTROMAGNETIC DECEPTION Actions to eliminate
revealing, or convey misleading, electromagnetic telltale indicators that may be used by
hostile forces. (CJCS MOP 6)

MEASURES OF EFFECTIVENESS (MOEs) Tools that assist in discriminating
among a number of alternatives, normally to answer a Critical Operational Issue (COD.
They show how the alternatives compare in meeting functional objectives and mission
needs. They are "predictions" of how a system will perform when fielded, and are
usually expressed as a probability or likelihood, and usually inferred. (DoD 5000.2-
M)

MEASURES OF PERFORMANCE (MOPs) MOPs are quantitative and qualitative
measures of a system's performance or system characteristic. MOPs indicate the
degree to which a system performs the task or meets a requirement under specified
conditions. MOPs should address system capabilities and characteristics and should
relate to the MOE(s) such that the effect of a change in the MOP can be related to a
change in the MOE. (AR 73-1)

MEASUREMENT AND SIGNATURE INTELLIGENCE (MASINT) Scientific and
technical intelligence information obtained by quantitative and qualitative analysis of
data (metric, angle, spatial, wavelength, time dependence, modulation, plasma, and
hydromagnetic) derived from specific technical sensors for the purpose of identifying

any distinctive features associated with the source, emitter, or sender and to facilitate
subsequent identification and/or measurement of the same. (CJCS MOP 6)
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MILESONE DECISION AUTHORITY The individual designated in accordance
with criteria established by the Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition and
Technology to approve entry of an acquisition program into the next phase. (DoDD
5000.1)

MILESTONES Major decision points that separate the phases of an acquisition
program. (DoDD 5000.1)

MILITARY DECEPTION Actions executed to mislead foreign decision makers,
causing them to derive and accept desired appreciations of military capabilities,
intentions, operations, or other activities that evoke foreign actions that contribute to
the originator's objective. (CICS MOP 30)

MINIMUM ACCEPTABLE OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENT The value for a
performance or technical parameter that is required to provide a system capability that
will satisfy the validated mission need. Also known as the performance threshold.
(DoDI 5000.2)

MISSION NEED STATEMENT (MNS) A statement, expressed in broad operational
terms, of operational capability required to perform an assigned mission or to correct a
deficiency in existing capability to perform the mission. (DoDI 5000.2)

MISSION RELIABILITY The probability that the system will perform mission
essential functions for a period of time under the conditions stated in the mission
profile. (DoDI 5000.2)

MODEL A representation of an actual or conceptual system that involves
mathematics, logical expressions, or computer simulations that can be used to predict
how the system might perform or survive under various conditions or in a range of
hostile environments. (DoDI 5000.2)

MODIFICATION A change to a system (whether for safety, to correct a deficiency,
or to improve program performance) that is still being produced. (DoDI 5000.2)

NONDESTRUCTIVE ELECTRONIC WARFARE Those EW actions, not

including employment of WARM, that deny, disrupt, or deceive rather than damage or
destroy. (CJCS MOP 6)

NON-DEVELOPMENTAL ITEM 1. Any item of supply that is available in the
commercial marketplace; 2. Any previously developed item of supply that is in use by
a department or agency of the United States, a State or local government, or a foreign
government with which the United States has a mutual defense cooperation agreement;
3. Any item of supply described in definition I or 2., above, that requires only minor
modification in order to meet the requirements of the procuring agency; or 4. Any item
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of supply that is currently being produced that does not meet the r of
definition 1., 2., or 3. above, solely because of the item is not yet mi use or is not yet
available in the commercial marketplace. (DoDI 5000.2)

OBJECTIVE Value beyond the threshold that could potentially have measurable,
beneficial impact on capability or operations and support above that provided by the
threshold value. (DoDI 5000.2)

OPEN-AIR TEST Testing performed in an outdoor operating enviromnt, i.e., on
an open-air test range or on an airborne platform. (EW T&E Task Force)

OPEN LOOP A test scenario in which only one system is allowed to interact to
another's actions. For example, in the test of jammer against a SAM system,
emissions from the SAM are received by the jammer, which begins jamming. The
simulated SAM system, however, is not allowed to receive or react to this jamming.
(EW T&E Task Force)

OPERATIONAL ASSESSMENT An evaluation of operational effectiveness and
operational suitability made by an independent operational test activity, with user
support as required, on other than production systems. The focus of an operational
assessment is on significant trends noted in development efforts, programmatic voids,
areas of risk, adequacy of requirements, and the ability of the program to support
adequate operational testing. Operational assessments may be made at any time using
technology demonstrators, prototypes, mockups, engineering development models, or
simulations but will not substitute for the independent operational test and evaluation
necessary to support full production decisions. (DoDI 5000.2)

OPERATIONAL CONCEPT The way in which forces and equipment are arranged
and employed in battle. This includes both doctrine and tactics concerning how a
system would be used to accomplish national objectives. (DoDD 5000.2-M)

OPERATIONAL EFFECTIVENESS The overall degree of mission accomplishment
of a system when used by representative personnel in the environment planned or
expected (e.g., natural, electronic, threat, etc.) for operational employment of the
system considering organization, doctrine, tactics, survivability, vulnerability, and
threat (including countermeasures, initial nuclear weapons effects, nuclear, biological,
and chemical contamination (NBCC) threats). (DoDI 5000.2)

OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENT An established need justifying the timely
allocation of resources to achieve a capability to accomplish approved military
objectives. (Joint Pub 1-02)

OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS DOCUMENT (ORD) A formatted statement
containing performance (operational effectiveness and suitability) and related
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operational parameters for the proposed concept or system. It is used to develop
requirements for contract specifications during each acquisition phase. The ORD is
initially prepared by the user or user's representative during phase 0, Concept
Exploration and Definition, for the preferred concept(s) to be proposed at Milestone 1.
(DoD 5000.2-M)

OPERATIONAL SUITABILITY The degree to which a system can be placed
satisfactorily in field use, considering availability, compatibility, transportability,
ieroperability, reliability, wartime usage rates, maintainability, safety, humn factors,
manpower supportability, logistics supportability, natural envimental effects and
tripacs, documentation, and training requi. mts. (DoDI 5000.2)

OPERATIONAL TEST AGENCY (OTA) The command or agency designated by
the program management directive, or other appropriate directive, as responsible for
managing and conducting the independent OT&E of a system. (DoDI 5000.2)

OPERATIONAL TEST AND EVALUATION (OT&E) Test and evaluation
conducted in as realistic an operational environment as possible to determine the
operational effectiveness and suitability of a system under realistic combat conditions
and to determine if the minimum acceptable operational performance requirements as
specified in the ORD have been satisfied. (DoDI 5000.2)

OPERATIONS SECURITY (OPSEC) A process of identifying critical information
and subsequently analyzing friendly actions attendant to military operations and other
activities to: a.) Identify those actions that can be observed by adversary intelligence,
b.) Determine indicators adversary intelligence might obtain that could be interpreted
or pieced together to derive critical information in time to be useful to adversaries, and
c.) Select and execute measures that elimina or reduce to an acceptable level the
vulnerabilities of friendly actions to adversary exploitation. Also called OPSEC.
(CJCS MOP 30)

PERFORMANCE Those operational and support characteristics of the system that
allow it to effectively and efficiently perform its assigned mission over time. The
support characteristics of the system include both supportability aspects of the design
and the support elements necessary for system operation. (DoDI 5000.2)

PERFORMANCE OBJECTIVE The performance parameter value beyond the
minimum operational requirement that could have a beneficial impact on achieved
operational capability. (DoDI 5000.2)

PERFORMANCE THRESHOLD The performance parameter value that meets the
minimum level of system performance that will satisfy the validated mission need.
Also known as the minimum acceptable operational requirement (DoDI 5000.2)
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PRELIMINARY DESIGN REVIEW (PDR) A review conducted on each
configuration item to evaluate the progress, technical adequacy, and risk resolution of
the selected design approach; to determine its compatibility with performance and
engineering requirements of the development specification; and to establish the
existence and compatibility of the physical and functional interfaces among the item and
other items of equipment, facilities, computer programs, and personnel. Conducted
during Phase I, DEMNAL (for prototypes), and Phase II, EMD (DoDI 5000.2)

PRODUCIBIIATY The relative ease of manufacturing an item or system. The
relative ease is governed by the characteristics and features of a design that enable
economical fabrication, assembly, inspection, and testing using available manufacturing
techniques. (DoDI 5000.2)

PRODUCTION The conversion of raw materials into products and/or components
thereof, through a series of manufacturing processes. It includes functions of
production engineering, controlling, quality assurance, and the determination of
resources requirements. (Joint Pub 1-02)

PRODUCTION BASELINE The Production Baseline will contain objectives and
thresholds for key cost, schedule and performance parameters which have been updated
from the development baseline. The Production Baseline will be submitted as a stand-
alone part of the Milestone Ill documentation. (DoDI 5000.2)

PRODUCTION PROTOTYPE (PP) A final model of a design before the pilot unit is
approved for production. It should be highly representative of final equipment, except
that the exact manufacturing assembly process and production design changes may not
yet be used or incorporated. It is suitable for complete evaluation of its electrical
and/or mechanical form and may be in a brassboard (technical and operational
configuration. (EW T&E Task Force)

PROGRAM EXECUTIVE OFFICER (PEO) A military or civilian official who has
primary responsibility for directing several acquisition category I programs and for
assigned ACAT II, III, and IV programs. (DoDI 5000.2)

PROGRAM MANAGER (PM) A military or civilian official who is responsible for
managing an acquisition program. (DoDI 5000.2)

PROTOTYPE A model suitable for evaluation of design, performance, and
production potential. (Joint Pub 1-02)

PSYCHOLOGICAL OPERATIONS (PSYOP) Planned operations to convey
selected information and indicators to foreign audiences to influence their emotions,
motive, objective reasoning, and ultimately the behavior of foreign governments,
organizations, groups, and individuals. The purpose of PSYOP is to induce or
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reinforce foreign attitude and behavior favorable to the originator's objective. (CJCS
MOP 30)

RELIABILITY The ability of a system and its parts to perform its mission without
failure, degradation, or demand on the support system (DoDI 5000-2)

RELIANCE STUDY The "Reliance" process for T&E is an outgrowth of the DoD
SManagement Report Decision of November 1990 whose objectives were to "right-size"
the T&E inf-astuture for the fiture, to eliminate unwarranted duplication and to
count, in the future, on inter-service ")?Jiance" for non-service-pewlia T&E support
capabilities. EW T&E is a key element of that study effort. (Reliance Study)

REQUIREMENT An established need justifying the timely allocation of resources to
achieve a capability to accomplish approved military objectives, missions, or tasks.
(Joint Pub 1-02)

REQUIREMENTS CORRELATION MATRIX (RCM) A management tool used to
provide a system audit trail. It contains a comparison of the user's needs, system
requirements, contractual specifications, and operational evaluation criteria. (EW T&E
Task Force)

RISK A subjective assessment made regarding the likelihood or probability of not
achieving a specific objective by the time established with the resources provided or
requested. It also refers to overall program risk. (DoDI 5000.2)

SELF-PROTECTION EW systems which are integrated or carried on board a host
platform and provide platform self-protection through active transmission or reflection
of electromagnetic energy or destruction of enemy command, control, and
communications systems. (DoD EW PLAN)

SIMULATION Simulation is a method for implementing a model. It is the process of
conducting experiments with a model for the purpose of understanding the behavior of
the system modeled under selected conditions or of evaluating various strategies for the
"operation of the system within the limits imposed by developmental or operational
criteria. (DoDI 5000.2)

SPECIFICATIONS Contractual values that reflect the expected capabilities to be
produced and/or fielded and that are traceable to the cost, schedule, and performance
objectives of the acquisition program baseline. They are also tied to the acquisition
phase in which the program is currently engaged and reflect the demonstration
requirements is support of exit criteria. (DoDI 5000.2)

SPECTRUM MANAGEMENT Planning, coordinating, and managing joint use of the
electromagnetic spectrum through operational, engineering, and administrative
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procedures, with the objective of enabling elxec systems to perform their functions
in the intended me n without causing or suffering unacceptable interference.
(CJCS MOP 6)

SUPPORTABIITY The degree to which system design chrateisic and planned
logistics resources, meet system peacetime readiness and wartime utilization
requiements. (DoDI 5000.2)

SUPPRESSION OF ENEMY AIR DEFENSES (SEAD) That activity which
neutralizes, destroys, or tmporarily degrades emmy air deftse in a specific area by
physical attack, deception, and/or electronic warfare. (CJCS MOP 6)

SURGE An increase in the production or repair of defense goods of limited duration.
(DoDI 5000.2)

SURVIVABELITY The capability of a system to avoid or withstand man-made hostile
environments without suffering an abortive impairment of its ability to accomplish its
designated mission. (DoDI 5000.2)

SUSCEPTIBILITY The degree to which a device, equipment, or weapon system is
open to effective atack due to one or more inherent weakness. Susceptibility is a
function of operational tactics, c, probability of enemy fielding a threat,
etc. Susceptibility is considered a subset of survivability. (DoDI 5000-2)

SYNTHESIS In the T&E Process usage, synthesis is the combining and examining of
processed information (Step Three) with expected outcomes (Step Two) and other
information using both technical and operational judgement. (EW T&E Task Force)

SYSTEM Any organized assembly of resources and procedures united and regulated
by interaction or interdependence to accomplish a set of specific functions (Joint Pub
1-02)

SYSTEM EFFECTIVENESS A measure of the extent to which a system may be
expected to achieve a set of specific mission requirements expressed as a function of
availability, dependability, and capability. (EW T&E Task Force)

SYSTEM MATURITY MATRIX An acquisition management tool that can be used
to highlight differences between the required objective and/or threshold values and the
demonstrated values resulting from scheduled testing. (EW T&E Task Force)

SYSTEM PERFORMANCE PARAMETER (SPP) A measurable property of a
system concept, a system design, or a system configuration that characterizes system
performance, e.g., speed in knots or transmitted power in watts, that can be directly
measured by instrumenting the system under test. (EW T&E Task Force)
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SYSTEM RELIABILITY AND MAINTAINABILITY PARAMETER A measure
of reliability or maintainability in which the units of measrem are directly related
to operational readiness, mission success, maintenance manpower or logistic support
cost. (DoDI 5000.2)

SYSTEM THREAT A A systems-specific assessment that describes
the threat to be counteed and the projected threat environment. The threat assessment
"will be derived from DIA produced or validated documents. (DoDI 5000.2)

SYSTEMS ENGINEERING A compretesive, iteratve technia mamgewn
process to: 1) Translate an operational need into a configured system meeting that need
through a systematic, concurrent approach to integrated design of the system and its
related manfatuin, test, and support processes; 2) Integrate the technical inputs of
the entire development community and all technical disciplines into a coordinated effort
that meets established program cost, schedule, and performance objectives; 3) Ensure
the compatibility of all functional and physical interfaces and ensure that system
definition and design reflect the requiremet for all system elements; 4) Characterize
technical risks, develop risk abatement approaches, and reduce technical risk through
early test and demonstration of system elements. (DoDI 5000.2)

TECHNICAL DATA Scientific or technical information recorded in any form or
medium (such as manuals and drawings). Computer programs and related software are
not technical data; documenation of computer programs and related software are. Also
excluded are financial data or other information related to contract administration.
(DoDI 5000.2)

TECHNICAL PERFORMANCE PARAMETER (TPP) A selected subset of system-
specific performance parameters used as the technical measures tracked in the systems
engineering technical performance measuremen program. TPPs are used to measure
compliance with requirements and to assess the level of technical risk in a development

,P program. (EW T&E Task Force)

"TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS FORMULATION The process of converting
"operational requirements into technical requirements that can be acted on by designers.
(DSMC)

TEST AND EVALUATION (T&E) Any project or program designed to obtain,
verify, and provide data for the evaluation of research and development other than
laboratory experiments for the purpose of determining if the minimum acceptable
operational performance requirements as specified in the Operational Requirements
Document have been satisfied. (DoDI 5000.2)
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TEST AND EVALUATION MASTER PLAN TEMP An overall T&E plan
designed to identify and integrate the efforts and schedules of all T&E to be done in an
acquisition program. (DoDI 5000.2)

TESTEED A system representation consisting partially of actual hardware and/or
software and partially of computer models or prototype hardware and/or software.
(DoDI 5000.2)

TEST CONDITIONS The environment (e.g., location, weather), scenario, and
operating procedures and configurations for the SUT and adversaries in the test
scenario. (EW T&E Task Force)

TEST ENVIRONMENT The test location, facility type, weather conditions, threat,
electromagnetic and stimulation environments, etc., under which the test is conducted.
(EW T&E Task Force)

TEST EVENT An activity during conduct of a test trial that requires a response by
the system and/or personnel under test. (EW T&E Task Force)

TEST OBJECTIVE The specific performance or technical parameters to be measured
during the test to evaluate system performance, system operational effectiveness, or
system suitability. (EW T&E Task Force)

TEST RESOURCES A collective term that encompasses all elements necessary to
plan, conduct, and collect/analyze data from a test event or program. (AR 73-1)

TEST SCENARIO A situation, representative of what the system under test may
encounter in real life, that is used to enact a set of events between it and adversaries
included in the situation (e.g., threat simulator locations and flight profiles). (EW T&E
Task Force)

TESTBED A system representation consisting partially of actual hardware and/or
software and partially of computer models or prototype hardware and/or software.
(DoDI 5000.2)

THREAT Current and future capabilities of a potential enemy force against one or
more US developmental systems in terms of combat materiel, employment, doctrine,
force structure, and combat environment. (AR 73-1)

THRESHOLD A minimum acceptable value for a performance parameter which, in
the user's judgment, is necessary to provide an operational capability that will satisfy
the mission need. The threshold must be met in order to gain approval from the
milestone decision authority. (DoDI 5000.2)
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UPGRADE A change to a system (whether for safety, to correct a deficiency, or to
improve program performance) to a system that is out of production. Upgrades are part
of the Milestone 0 decision process. (DoDI 5000.2)

VALIDATION The process of determining the degree to which a model is an accurate
representation of the real-world from the perspective of the intended uses of the model.
(DoDD 5000.59)

VALUE An assigned or calculated numerical quantity. An amount considered to be a
suitable equivalent for something else. (AMERICAN HERITAGE DICTIONARY)

VERIFICATION The process of determining that a model implementation accurately
represents the developers' conceptual description and specifications. (DoDD 5000.59)

VETRONICS Electrical and electronic systems aboard ground vehicles. (Commonly
used military jargon that is a contraction of y.iicle elec=nj) (EW T&E Task Force)

VULNERABILITY The characteristics of a system that cause it to suffer a definite
degradation (loss or reduction of capability to perform the designated mission) as a
result of having been subjected to a certain (defined) level of effects in an unnatmral
(man-made) hostile environment. Vulnerability is considered a subset of survivability.
(DoDI 5000.2)

WARTIME RESERVE MODES (WARM) Characteristics and operating procedures
of sensor, communications, navigation aids, threat recognition, weapons, and
countermeasures systems that (a) will contribute to military effectiveness if unknown to
or misunderstood by opposing commanders before they are used, but (b) could be
exploited or neutralized if known in advance. Wartime reserve modes are deliberately
held in reserve for wartime or emergency use and seldom, if ever, applied or
intercepted prior to such use. (CJCS MOP 6)
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